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ABSTRACT
Backgrollnd
Client satisfaction with health care is important to ascertain fiom many standpointS.
It is a useful~ in dirttting ~urces appropriately and providing dirtttion for the
improvement of health care delivery. Satisfaction is positively correlated with health~
outcomes and it can be an important determinant of overall health status. TIle province's
health system is faced with challenges of geography and the historical dominance of
institutional provision of care. Mental health services in Newfoundland and Labrador have
been evolving over the past two decades. Health system reform continues 10 occur in this
province. as elsewhere across Canada.
Desig,.
A crou--sectiooa! study.
Sming
A community-based menlal bealth crisis centre established in June, 1996. by Health
and Community Services:. St. John'5.
Objectives
To detennine general satisfaction with services. lhe extent 10 which clients were
helped in addressing their immediate crisis and the long-term resolution aClhe crisis.
Participants
A sample of 105 people over 16 years of age who visited or telephoned the crisis
centre during the period June. 1996 to September. 1997.
Methods
A telepnone interview of clients wno had consenled to be contacted by researcher
using a forty item survey comprised of Likert scale and narrative questions.
Results
Eighty-five percent of participants indicated that they were satisfied or very satisfied
with the service. More females indicated their satisfaction than did males (91.3% vs 78.6%).
When the Centre was rated on such attributes as location, accessibility, waiting time and
comfortableness of environment, the large majority of consumers reported being satisfied or
very satisfied with all attributes. When satisfaction level was compared with the type ofcrisis
that precipitated contact with the Centre, greater variability was observed. For example, 60'%
of individuals presenting with relationship problems were satisfied while 100% of
individuals presenting with crisis codes of health concerns, bereavement/loss or mental
illness expressed satisfaction. Eighteen percent ofclients reported complete resolution of
their crisis. Missing data and telephone numbers no longer in service reduced the number of
clients available for interviews.
Based on panicipant responses, recommendations for improvemenls and expansion
of the services of the Mental Health Crisis Centre as well as integration of other mental
health services were identified.
Co"clusions
Participants in the study strongJy supported community basW. crisis services and
recommended expansion to other areas of the province. However. less than IOOJ. of the
clients CODtacting tM Centre: over the last 18 months could be reached for consent 10
participale in the study. lack ofadequate docwnenlation on the client population prevented
in depth assessment of bow well the Centre is meeting the needs of its clients.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
"Knowing that there's a place to go
is very helpful".
en"sis Cenrre Client
The provision of crisis intervention [0 persons with mental illness or menial health
concerns is a necessary component of mental health services. Since the deinstitutionalization
movement in the 1960s and 70s, persons with psychiatric illnesses have had an ever-
increasing reliance on a range of community-based services (Bertsch, 1991; Ellison &
Wharff, 1985; Neville, 1990; Stroul, 1988; 1989). Crisis centres and crisis response teams
have become basic necessities to maintain persons with psychiatric disorders living in the
community (Morrisey, Ridgely, Goldman, & Banko, 1994; Siaden-Dew, Bigelow. Buckley
& Bornemann. 1993; Velamoor & Mendonca, (997).
The type of crisis resources available can mean the difference between remaining in
the community or being admitted to hospital (Ruggeri & Tansella, 1995), or, in the absence
ofservices. becoming involved in the criminal justice system (Solomon, Draine & Meyerson.
1994; Wasylenki. Goering & MacNaughton, 1992). The need for a mental health crisis centre
in the St. John's region had been recognized for decades. It was only within the last two years
that this identified need became a reality. Three major trends identified by Neville and
Maddigan (1991) were the impetus behind the realization:
Reliance on inpatient facilities is decreasing. Professionals and consumers
alike are moving toward community-based services geared to keeping
persons in crisis out of hospital eltcept in extreme circumstances. The
financial cost ofhospitaiization along with the philosophy of treatment in the
least restrictive environment is the motivation behind this move.
2. The chronically mentally ill continue to dominate the psychiatric emergency
system. The literature abounds with articles on their use of community·based
follow-up and maintenance services. Persons with mental illnesses tend to
have a relapse remission pattern, and often require ongoing supports to
maintain stability. Emergency services are one of the supports required.
3. Psychiatric emergency services are a component ofa wide array of mental
health services needed in the community. Services geared to psychiatric
emergencies bave many components including, but not limited to. brief stay
admissions, mobile response teams. referral to psychosocial rehabilitation
services. and a range of vocational. housing and recreational services.
All too often health services are put in place with no mechanism for evaluation.
Programs are started without a thorough assessment of the needs of those to be served or of
the resources available. and the programs are often continued despite lack ofevidence that
they are making a positive contribution to health care (Brekke & Test. 1987: Munro. 1983).
The Mental Health Crisis Centre. as part of its opening mandate. r~uested a process and
outcome evaluation to determine its effectiveness in attaining its goals of providing in.person
and telephone crisis intervention to persons in a menial health crisis.
!J. Purpose Of Reseal"ch
The Mental Health Crisis Centre (the Centre) in SI. John's. Newfoundland and
labrador, operated as a IS-month pilot project (June 1996 to December 1997), with
continued government funding contingent upon the results of an overall evalwtion. A local
consulting firm, The Institute for Human Resource Development (lliRD) executed a two-
phase evaluation of the project The first phase focussed on the developmental aspects,
structure, goals and objectives. and the place ofthe Crisis Centre in the overall mental health
system in the province. Key informant interviews, document review and focus groups were
used for information gathering. The second phase involved an evaluation of service delivery
using interviews and focus groups. This client satisfaction survey is the third phase of the
evaluation and is the topic of this thesis.
The specific questions to be answered through this research were;
Were clients generally satisfied with services at the Mental Health Crisis
Centre?
2. Did clients get help in addressing the immediate crisis?
3. Has the help clients received at the Centre impacted on long tenn resolution
of the crisis?
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
"The most helpful thing was the
staffs attitude. they were friendly
and understanding. .. treated me like a normal person"
Crisis Centre Client
Persons with mental illnesses have probably been with us before recorded history.
Depending on the beliefs and culture ofthe times, they were revered., feared., ignored, pitied,
laughed at or tortured. This 5«tioo briefly reviews the history of attitudes toward mental
illnesses throughout the ages and highlights the kinds of procedures that were used to hide,
subdue or treat the sufferers.
b!.. The Beginnings: Primitive Concepts
According to Wilson and Kneisl (1992) the era of preliterate times made no
distinction between mental and physical illnesses and. consequently, no differentiation was
made among magic, religion and medicine as treatments.
EarLy civilization differentiated betWeen physical and mental illnesses. A medical
concept describing the four body "humours" was summarized by Hippocrates who lived from
about 460-370 B.C. He ex.plained mental illnesses according to humoral pathology whereby
good and bad bodily fluids or "humours" (black bile, yellow bile. phlegm and blood)
influenced the body, and the body influenced the mind (Kolb & Brodie, 1982; O'Brien,
1989; Wilson & Kneis!. L992).
The Middle Ages (1300-1600), alienated the mentally ill. 'Treatment' consisted of
practicing mysticism and demonotogy, Troubled minds were thought to be influenced by the
moon, "Lunacy literally means a disorder caused by the lunar body" (Wilson & Kneisl, 1992,
p. 8). These people were left to wander aimlessly, sent on long pilgrimages or found
participating in religious wars and crusades. Many women who suffered mental illnesses
were thought by theologians of the time to be witches and were burned at the stake. Violent
persons were shackled in prisons and "ships of fools" housed boatloads of people who were
sent to sea to search for their 'reason',
Whereas the Middle Ages excluded and abandoned the insane, the Renaissance
confined them to 'mad' Itouses. The insane were part of a boarding house trade that
sometimes housed as many as five hundred people in old abandoned mansions that were iII~
fitted for the purpose (O'Brien, 1989),
tt was during this period that some physicians began to consider that mental iHnesses
stemmed from naruml causes. Johann Weyer (1515-1588), a Gennan physician considered
to be the first psychiatrist, stressed the needs of the individual over the institution. He
espoused the necessity for careful clinical scientific observation, and the need for kindness
and benevolence in the treatment of the mentally ill.
y The Modern Era
The late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were referred to in psychiatry as
the Era of Moral Treatment. Classification of mental disorders, rationalism and scientific
observation occurred during this time. Philippe Pinel (1747-1826) in France. William Tuke
(1732-l822) in England and Dorothea Di" (1802-1887) in the United States started what is
known in psychiatry as the Refonn Movement (O'Brien. 1989). These three people widely
espoused the philosophy that kind. humane treatment of the mentally ill was necessary in
order for people to improve. Hospitals were opened based on principles of hope and
confidence rather than fear and force to subdue sufferers of mental illness.
The growth of public mental hospitals was not a coincidence in the nineteenth
century. The outcome of moral treatment saw a rise in social awareness of the injustice of
the treatment of the oppressed mentally ill. During this period. institutionalization itself was
seen as a treatment. Psychiatrists held to the belief that mentally ill people could be cured
nowhere else but in an asylum and that they would be cured by simply being in an asylum
(Thompson. 1994). Grob (1994) observes that the nineteenth century was noted for its
widespread use of institutional and state solutions for social problems rather than relying on
familial or community solutions. Prior to 1800, there had been no systematic effort to restrict
"Iunaticks (sic) or distracted persons" (Grob, 1994, p. 542).
This was also the beginning of the mental hygiene movemenL Clifford Beers (1876-
1943). a Yale~ucated busint:SSman. in 1908 published A Mind That Fou.nd Itself, a book
describing the profound anguish suffered while he: was n:ceiving custodial~ at several
private and state hospitals ovtt a thrt:e-year period. In 1909, he organizt:d the National
Committt:e for Mental Hygiene. Its goal was prt:vention, early detection and ttealment as
well as rt:seareh into causes of all mental disabilities (Kolb & Brodie. 1982).
In Canada. the begirming of the twentieth century saw the launching of evaluative
surveys of care in hospitals in every Canadian province. The beginnings of research efforts
and education for nurses. social workers and mt:dical studenls in the field of nonnal
personality development also occurred (Griffin. 1989).
bJ. Oeinsntutionalization and the Communitv Mental "nllh Movement
The era of the asylum in the early 19thcennuy, when mert: admission to me asylum
was thought to be a means of treatment gave rise to its own mental health problems - the
social breakdown syndrome or institulionalization (O'Brien. 1989; Thompson. 1994). The
symptoms were apathy; loss of individuality, interest and initiative; submissiveness and
dependency. Extreme manifestations of these symptoms were impaired judgment and a
characteristic posrure and gait. These symptoms wert: originally attributed to the iUness itself.
However. Barton (1959) in his book Institutional Neurosis proposed that these symptoms
were possibly caused by or exacerbated by living in a mental hospital. loss ofcontact with
the outside world; loss of friends. possessions. personal events and outside prospects; loss
of responsibility; enforced idleness; the ward atmosphere: the control by staff and drugs were
factors associated with institutional neurosis.
A major shift in thinking occurred in where to best treat persons with mental illnesses
at this rime. Gerald N. Grob of RUlgers University has authored and co·authored over thirty
books on the history of mental illness in America. In his book From Asylum to Community
(1991) and subsequent publication Mad. Homeless and Unwanted, (1994) he outlines six
major developments that resulted in reshaping the face of psychiatry during this period:
There was a shift in psychiatric thinking towards emphasizing the impact of
life experiences and socioenvironmental factors on hom the cause and the
treannenl of mental illness.
2. The experiences of World War U appeared to demonstrate the efficacy of
community and out.palient Ireaunents. Persons who suffered psychological
distress and lIIness directly related 10 effects of the war were effectively
treated without being hospitalized. Psychiatrists moved out of menIal
institutions into private and community practice. They promoted the
effectiveness of out-patient versus institutional care.
3. The belief thaI early interventions in the community eQuid be effective in
preventing further hospitalization became popular.
4. A belief developed that psychiatry could promote prevention by embarking
upon the amelioration of social problems in the community that allegedly
foster menIal problems.
to
5. The iotrOOuction of psychological and somatic therapies. such as
electroconvulsive therapy (Een and psychotropic drugs • promised patients
a more oormal exis~ce outside the mental hospitals.
6. An enhanced social welfare role of the government in providing a network
ofmental health proFessionals working in the community. and supports such
as bousing programs expressly For~ns with mental disabilities hastened
the mo~ to community4l~ care.
Bachrach (1978) defines deinstitutionalization -as a process involving two elements:
the eschewal. shUMing or avoidance of traditional senings (panicularly state hospitals) For
the care oFthe mentally ill. and the concurrent expansion ofcommunity-based Facilities For
the care of these individuals" (p. 573).
In 1955, the United States had more than a halF million patients in psychiatric
f.tcilities; in 1975~ were about 191.000 left. a decrease oF66% (Bachrach. 1978; Wilson
& KneisJ. 1992). The discharge of psyt:hiaoic patients from Canadian hospitals from 1955·
1970 resulted in a similar 62% decrease in the institutional population (Hennan & Smith.
1989: Wasytenki, Goering & MacNaughton. 1992). Described as a ""bold. new approach'· by
President John F. Kennedy in the 19605. deinstitutionization has b«n characterized by
experts in the field of psychiatry in less flanering language: "A disaster by any measure
used'"; "an abdication of responsibility due to shortcomings in legislation; lack of funding
and the unanticipated impact ofdischarged clients on communities"; "a single lousy
\I
institution to multiple wmcbcd ooes" (Wilson &. Kneisl, 1992). Deinstirutionalization has
been widely described as a "back wards to back streets' phenomenon.
In this period. the provision of commWlity mental health services found its
beginnings. legislation in Canada and the United States called for the provision of
community-based setViccs as well as aD increased emphasis on primary prevention. in<:Tmsed
suppon for research in the area of mental illness, improved services to specialized and high-
risk populations and public education.
In Newfoundland and labrador, an innovative program called Community Care was
officially started in 1955 and grew substanriallyafter 1962. Persons who had spent extensive
time in the provincial psychiatric hospital were discharged to supervised board and care
homes. These were people who still received support from mental health professionals hired
by the hospital. The program was one of the first in North America and is still viable today.
In the past decade and a half theR: has been a 300;' decrease in the province's
provincial psychiany hospital beds. Community-based services are not yet fully developed
to meet the needs of the mentally ill.
"
M Post·'nstitutional Era
The 1980's were characterized by an emphasis on biologic etiologies of diseases
(Minkoff. 1987: Wilson & Kneisl. 1992). Research in me area of schizophrenia. focexample.
has led to a greater understanding of me disease. Ventricular enlargement. cerebral atrophy
and neurotransmitter disturbances are causally implicated in this disease and treatment.
Treatment memodologies now lend to be evidence-based and more individualized. This is
an era in which the chronically mentally ill may never be hospitalized. Wim improved
pharmacology 10 treat primary symptoms. psychosocial interventions and UIe pressure of
consumers to be treated in the least restrictive environment. the goal of this era should be-to
help each patient attain me best possible adaptation to his or her illness over the course of
a lifetimeft (Minkoff. (987).
~ History of Crisis Intervention
Ctisis intervention came ofage in the 1960's wim me community healm movement
although the roots of crisis intervention began in the 1930's. Three milestones in me history
of crisis intervention documented by Wicks, Fine & Plan (1978) were:
IJ
Querido's -psycbianic first aid station",
2. Lindemann's work wilh people suffering &om grief reaction, and
3. Military ps)'l:biatry
Querido. in the 19)O's in Amsterdam. set up psycbiatric rust aid stations wbereby
practical help was offered to people in crisis rather lhan totally relying on traditional
therapeutic methods such as psychotherapy. As an example, ifunemplo}1llent was the cause
of the crisis, the focus of the intervention was getting the person emplo~d. A wide range of
community resources were used to restore equilibrium. He assisted people in their own
homes, coordinated efforts with social welfare agencies and worked closely with the police.
Working with the police was considered an important step in that the police dealt with people
under stn:ss on a daily basis and were therefore in a position to be a first line of referral. His
efforts to get ~le 10 use theirown psycbological resources as well as utilizing community
resources were classic examples ofcrisis intervention methodology.
Lindemann dealt wilh survivors ofthe tragic Coconut Grove fire in Boston in 1943.
From Ihis tragedy he noticed a sequential panern of behaviour. problems in Ihinking;
concenlIalion on lhe past; desire and initial efforts [0 accept the loss; finally, nonnal or
pathological grief reactiOIl. He concluded that it was more helpful to intervene and foster
bereavement rather lhan 10 try 10 repress it This change in thinking highlighled the fact that
people react to stressful situations differently, and some may lose their ability 10 cope if the
"
stnss is overwhelming. The importance of intervening quickly so as to hdp avoid delayed
and prolonged reaction was Lindemann's contribution to crisis intervention methodology.
During Wortd War U and the K.omm War. soldien were trealed for what was
commonly known as combat and battle fatigue. The traditional method oftreattnent was to
take the soldier out of the combat area. Elimination of most symptoms was often immediate,
however. soldiers often suffered from loog lenn guilt over "deserting" their unit. As well, too
many men were being sent home for psychological reasons causing a shortage of men on me
banlefields. In response a triage system was developed. This included treating the person as
close to the battle as possible, maintaining a nonnal routine. and supporting and encouraging
the men to express anger and fear about the situation while helping the person realize that
their reactions were nonnal and expected. The goal was 10 revitalize the person's self·
confidence and identification with his unit without removing him from the war environment.
Crisis intervention methodology is integra! to community mental health practice - to
provide help more quickly to a grealer proportion of the population in an effort to prevent
longer tenn problems. Caplan's (1964) approach to preventative mental health includes
effectively dealing with crisis periods throughout a person's lifelime. He suggestS that crises
"
therefore present a remartable opportunity for health professionals to greatly influence the
meow health of others.
A crisis is defined by Hoff((978 p.7). as"an overwhelmingly stressful life event(s)
to which a person is unable 10 find a solution:' Sruart and Sundeen (1991) say a crisis is ""an
internal disturbance caused by a stressful event or a perceiv~ threat to self. The person's
usual way ofcoping becomes ineffective in <kaling with the threat., causing a rise in anxiety"
(p.272). Puryear (1919) outlines five characteristics ofa state ofcrisis:
Symptoms of psychological and physiological an;tiety; (eg.) headaches.
confusion, hopelessness. bleeding ulcer. There: is always extreme discomfon.
2. Anirude of panic or defeat. Anempts at solving the problem have failed and
the person feels overwhelmed, inadequate and helpless.
3. Focus on relief. The person is primarily interested in relief of the immediate
symptoms of the stt"eSS (beadache. depression, etc.). There is minimal effort
focussed on problem solving at this point. Relief may be sought by
anempting to discbarge tension, withdrawing or turning to others for help.
4. lowered efficiency. The person may appear to function nonnally but his
efficiency is lowered, especially in the problem-solving efforts directed at the
crisis situation.
S. Limited duration. People cannot exist in a state of crisis longer than six
weeks (Aguilera de. Messick, 1986. Puryear. 1979). A state of equilibrium
which is the same as higher than or lower than the person's previous
functioning level is anained.
"
The Chinese characters representing the word "crisis" mean both danger and
opportunity (Aguilera & Messick, 1986). It is a danger in that it threatens to overwhelm the
person or family. It is an opportunity because during times ofcrisis people are more receptive
to therapeutic influences. New coping mechanisms may emerge that allow the person to
attain a higher level ofequilibrium than before the crisis.
The goal of crisis intervention is resolution of the immediate crisis with the
restoration of the individual to a pre-crisis (or higher) level of functioning (Aguilera &
Messick, 1986). According to the same authors there are four steps involved in crisis
intervention:
Assessment of the individual and hislher problem
2. Planning of therapeutic intervention
3. Intervention which includes the following:
(a) helping the individual gain an intellectual understanding of the crisis
(b) helping the individual bring into the open his present feelings to which
he/she may not have access
(c) exploration ofcoping mechanisms and concrete steps to help resolve the
crisis
(d) reopening the social world which IS especially important if the crisis has
been precipitated by a loss ofsomeone significant in the person's life.
4. Resolution of the crisis and anticipating planning for future coping.
17
The stressors associated wilh liviog in present day society are well documented:
child and spousal abuse. crime. divo~. lone parmting, unemployment and poveny to name
a few. The traditional supportS ofextended families and dose knit communities are waning
and crises an: accepted in our culture as routine. The proliferation of self·help groups for
diverse: causes. lhe increase in public education related to mental illnesses and life
threatening medical conditions and a myriad ofsocial supports as well as twenty-four hour
hot lines are examples of community responses to life crises.
00 an individual level. seeking relief from conditions or situations that threaten to
overwhelm us is aclaptively controlling one's destiny and essential to maintaining health
(Pinderhughes. 198]).
L1 Empowerment and Consumer Participation
An underlying tenet governing the operation of the Mental Health Crisis CenlJ't is
that of dient empowennent. Treatment for persons with mental health problems has
traditionally been provided by mental health professionals trained in dinical diagnosis and
treatment. The individual assumed a passive role which often led to feelings of
powerlessness. loss ofdignity and loss of self-esteem. This process was e:taceroated by the
stigma and discrimination against persons with mental health problems, which funher
18
prevented these individuals from demonstrating that they could actively cootribUle to their
own bealth in meaningful ways. With growing consumer empowerment, there is an increased
impetus to confront long held beliefs about mental illness (Wilson. 1996). Poverty,
homelessness, limited social suppons and lack of community acceptance are generic to
persons with long tenn mental illness. The premise of consumer empowerment is that
consumets want to be seen and supponed as -valued members of the community as persons
with abilities, potential and success" (Whyte, 1995, as cited in Wilson. 1996. p.73).
"There is an increasing recognition that consumers ofservices have the right 10 self-
detennination both individually and collectively, and that knowledge that comes from direct
experience of mental health problems is vital to the provision ofappropriate and effective
mental health services" (Vandergang. 1996, p.153). '"Client empowennent is a fundamental
sttategy for improving the effectiveness and responsiveness of human service organizations"
(Hasenfeld & Chesler, 1989, p.501).
While social scientists do not all agree on the meaning of the tenn empowerment,
many agree that it is both a process and a goal. The process of empowerment focuses on
gaining mastery over one's affairs. Rappapon (1987) defines it not only as an individual
psychological construct. but as an organizational. political. sociological, economic and
spiritual one. "There is built inlo the term. a quality of the relationship between a person and
hiSiber community, environment or something outside oneself' ( p. 129).
"
~Empower" is defined by Webster's New World Dictionary of the American
Language (Gura1nik.1984. p4S9): "to give power or authority to. to authorize. to give ability
to. enable. pc:rm.it". Empowem1etu refers to society's relationship to me individual and to the
role lhat individual perfonns in society. as well ai to one individual's role to another.
(Freund. 1993). Empowennent. according to Rappapon (1987) may exist on three highly
interactive levels: personal level. small group level and community level. lord (1989)
clarifies consumer participation at three: different levels. The individual or service level
actively involves the conswner in deciding treattnent options and services. The second level
involves the consumer in the agencies and organizations whicb provide mental heath services
and may mean participation on comminees. boards and in the day.to-day running of the
organization. The third level involves consumers at the community, provincial and national
policy and decision-making level. Each level ofempowennent and consumer panicipation
complements the other. lord and Hutchinson (1993) suggest there are underlying
assumptions to the concept ofempowennent:
individuaJs are assumed to understand their own needs better than anyone
else and should have the power to act on them
2. all people have snengths upon which they can build
J. empowennent is a life-long endeavour
4. personal knowledge and experience are valid and useful in coping effectively.
lord (1989) suggests thai me process of becoming empowered often begins in
response to an cxlCmal 0CC'Utm'ICC such as a crisis. The availabitiry of pn.crical suppo" and
resources. the presence of mentors, and the feeling that one is vaJued were found to be
critical elements oftbc process.
The pbilsophy ofcrnpowenncnl is integral to a proactive approach to heahh. A new
concept of mental health is emerging which also recognizes the major influences of the
environmcotal factors. The World Health Organization's (WHO) most rccenl definilion of
health is:
The abiliry to identifY and to realize aspirations, to satisfy needs. and (0 change or
cope with the environment. Healtit is therefore a resourcefor everyday life. not lhe
objective of living. Heallh is a positive concept emphasi=ing social and penonal
resources. as wefl as physical capacities (Shah, t 994, p.).
In the Health and Welt"art: Canada publication, Mental HeolthforCQf/.odians: Striking
a Balance (1988) a definition of mental heallh states;
Men/al Health is the capacity ofthe individual. the group and the environmenl to
inleract with one another in ways lhal promote subjective well-being. the optimal
development and use of mental abilities (cognitive. affective and rela/ionol). the
"
achievement of individual and collective goals consistent with justice and rhe
attainment and preservarion ofconditions offundamental equality p.(7).
These socio-ecological definitions recognize the inex:tricable link between an
individual and hislher environment. Satisfying interpersonal relationships embedded in a
social network (Wilson, t996) and safe, affordable housing (Strou!, 1989) are but two
determinants of health. The Canadian Mental Health Association's "A New Frameworkfor
Supporr" (1993) outlines a CommWlity Resource Base Model for persons with mental health
problems. The model is based on primary resources ofhousing, income. education and work.
The model suggests that action is required in the following two areas:
Finding new ways ofallocating financial resources for mental health.
2. Finding new ways of distributing power and influence within the mental
health system. When planning mental health services. consumers are of
paramount importance in determining the parameters of the service.
To effect these changes. the framework suggests three basic elements are necessary:
There must be a direct investment in the capacities ofconsumers and families
10 help themselves.
2. Service systems need to be reformed to be more effective.
3. It is necessary to provide opportunities for real work and education by
developing strategies for accommodating people with mental illnesses.
In the mental health literature, the concepts ofempowennent and consumerism are
intimately linked. The groundswell of support for changes in the traditional mental health
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syslem is coming from consumers themselves. Where. historically, persons with mental
illnesses were unseen. unheard. and shepherded. away from mainstream soclely,!bey are now
moving 10 gain control over treatment choices.
L! Psnhiatric Emergency Semcn
Since the deinstilUtionalization movemenl of the 1960's and 70's, community based
services have not grown in proponion 10 the demand. The majority of funding is still
allocaled to inslilUlions for the treatment of mental illness (Repon of the St. John's Metro
Area Mental Health Services Committee, 1993; Renshaw, 1994). However. there is a
commilment from the institutional sector to reallocale funds to develop communily ~rvices.
The opening of the Mental Health Crisis Centre is proofof the commitment: the provincial
psychiatric hospila.l dedicated the majority of the financial and hl1IDan resources required 10
operationalize the Centre.
The nl1IDbcr and range of psyc:hiamc emergency ~rvices are growing (Wellin.
Slesinger and Hollister, 1987). The following is a brief summary of the types of services
reviewed by Neville and Maddigan (1991) in the determination of potential components of
psyc:hiatric emergency services for the St. John's area.
Residential Crisis Homes. Montreal's Transition Communutarive and Vancouver's
Venture have non-hospital based crisis ~idenrial services staffed twenty-four bows
a day with a maximwn stay of up to one month (frigo. 1988). Massacbussett's
Mental Health Centre has a time-limited residential crisis service open 24 hours a day
and is part of a day hospital (Doherty, Mandersor & Caner-Ake. 1987).
2. Hospital-based Crisis Beds. Massachusetts Menial Health Cenlre's reu has 30 beds
for people who require 24 hour observation and intensive care. Once stabilized, they
are relUmed to the day hospital for further treatment (Doherty, Manderson & Carter-
Ake. 1987). Palo Alto Veteran Affairs Medical Centre is a brief admission program
operating 24 bows a day. Monday to Friday (Bryson. Naqui, Callahan & Fontenot.
1990).
3. Mobile Crisis Teams. The Greater Vancouver Mental Health Emergency Service
(MKES) is a mobile emergency service staffed by an~ and a police officer seven
nights a week from 5 p.rn. - 3 Lm.. Montreal's Tl1lIlSition Communutative bas a
mobile crisis team staffed by paraprofessionals who go to the scene of the crisis and
have access to bousing and follow-up resources. Amsterdam's 24 hour mobile crisis
interVention service is staffed by intern psychiatrists with back up by experienced on·
call psychiatrists 24 hours a day (Reding & Raphelson. 1995).
4. Available Professionals. Assessment of persons who present with psychiatric
disabilities in a general hospital emergency room is the primary function of these
professionals (Borges. Summers. Karshmer. 1995; Mdndoe. Harwood. Olmstead.
1994). The services range from one psychiatric nurse assigned to the emergency
room on a rotational basis to the provision of mental health teams (usually a
psychiatrist. psychiatric nurse and social worker).
S. The Gentein Crisis Centre. This Mental Health Crisis Centre located in Toronto is
staffed by consumers who have an academic background in the helping professions.
It operates in the downtown area 24 hours a day. seven days a week.. It has a mobile
response team and short term stay beds (Frigo. 1988).
In June. 1995. the Mental Health Crisis Services Task Force submitted a report to
Health and Community Services· 51. John's Region and the HealthC~ Corporation of St.
John's. The report identified the following parameters for a Mental Health Crisis Centre:
twenty-four hour service. non-medical in nature, telephone and in-person intervention.
community-based in a safe, comfortable environment. Attaching the services to existing
hospital services was rejected because of the stigma associated with institutional care and
consumers' wish 10 have a dedicaled community-based service. The Gerstein Centre model,
staffed exclusively by consumers, was felt to be hard to duplicate in this province as there
are a limited number of consumers with an academic background in the health professions
(Interim Report. lHRD. 1997). However, the Task Force proposed that qualified consumers
be considered for upcoming staff positions at the Centre.
b.2. The Importance of Evaluation
Evaluation is a vital and often mandated componenl of newly developed programs
(Lebow. 1982). However, it is often neglected and programs continue despite lack of
evidence of their positive contribUlion to health status (Brekke & Test. 1987; Johnson &
Olesenski. 1995: Munro. 1983; Pyke & Lowe. 1996).
Approaches to evaluation include accreditation models. decision making models.
system oriented models (Johnson & Olesenski.l995) organizational models. care process
models. consumer evaluation models. efficacy models and community impact models
(Lebow.1982).
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Evaluations may be summative or fOfT1\3.tive. Formative evaluations focus on
evaluating programs as they are being develo~ and implemented for the purposes of
improvement.whe~ summOltive evaluarions an: conducted once programs have been fully
implemented to foem the basis for decision making ~garding final adoption and future
funding (Forchuk &. Voorberg. 1991).
Evaluation is important in improving health services. Quality of care and informed
decision making (Donabedian. 1982; 1985; Johnson & Olesenski. 1995; Melum & Senons.
1992). as well as appropriate resource allocation (Holdsworth & Guy. 1994) and cost
cOnlainment (Johnson & Olesenski. 1995; Maynard & Bloor. 1995) are important
considerations in health care.
In an era of increasing innation and~ing govemment spending on health care
(Lorefice & Boris. 1984). the pressing need for evaluation is clear (Faulkner. Culler &
Middleton. 1982). Efficacy. the potential of a treatment under controlled or experimental
conditions. and effectiveness. the results obtained in ordinary clinical pr.lCcice are often
difficult to ascertain. particularly in the area of mental health (Ruggeri & Tansella.. 1995).
Studies have shown that community~based treatment modalities are more cost effective and
much better tolerated by patients and families (Bengelsdorf. Church. Kaye. Orlowski &
Alden. 1993; Creed. Mbaye. Lancashire. Towenson. Williams & Holme. 1997; Ruggeri &
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Tansclla. 1995}. Outcome rnellSUrcs.. including client satisfaction. are important indications
of the quality of care in the field of mental health (Donabedian; 1982; 1985).
ill What is aiml Satisfaction?
The word ·salisfaction-. as a noun is defined by Webster's New World Dictionary
1984 (Guralnik. p. 1265) as: ·anything that brings gratification. pleasu~ or contentment·...
.The word ·salisfactory- as an adjective is defined as: ·good enough to fulfil a need. wish.
requi~mentM. Human satisfaction is a complex phenomenon involving life style. past
experiences. future expectations and individual and societal values (Carr-Hill. 1992).
Lebow (1983) suggests defining patient satisf3Clion to include perceived adequacy
of the ueaunent, accessibility, satisfaction with process and oUlcome of care. complaints or
praise of treatment, and suggestions for improvement of care. Hall and Dornan (1988) in a
meta.analysis of 221 patient satisfaction studies found that atuibutes commonly used to
measure satisfaction were. in order of importance: overall qUality. humaneness. technical
competence. outcome, facilities, continuity of care. infonnativeness. cost. and attention to
psychosocial problems. A study by Hardy and West (1994) found that satisfaction was
related to patients' perceptions of quality of C:lre. their satisfaction with their own health. and
their level of well-being inclUding their sense of control and feelings of amdety. These and
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Ol:hc:r authors attest to the: multi-dimensionaln~ of paden! Satisfaction and the: challenges
of elucidaling a theory of patienl salisfactioD.
~ Why Measure Client Satisfaction?
The last decade has witnessed the: growth of patient S<ltisfaction research in the health
care industry (Avis, Bond & Arthur, 1995: Cleary & McNeil. 1988: Elbreck. & Fecteau.
1990: Linder-Pclz. 1982: Williams. 1994). This interest is based on a belief that patients are
an essential source of data on service functioning and therefore have a right to input when
planning and evaluating services. As well. other authors argue Ihill satisfaction with care is
an imponant innucnce in ~king medical advice, in compliance with treatment and in
maintaining continuing relations with the practitioner (Carr-Hill 1992: Hildeman &
Fergsuson. 1990: Linder-Pclt.. 1982).
Patient S<ltisf~ion is viewed as an indic:u:orof quality care (Geary & McNeil. 1988:
Donabcdian. 1982: 1985; Johnson. 1996; luther, 1996). When a health care agency focuses
on consumer/patient satisfaction as an outcome of care, it helps counteract professional
dominance by emphasizing the importance of the patient's perspective (Carr-Hill, 1992).
lnvolving the public (the patient) in evaluating care provides opportunities to disseminate
information about the service and create goodwill. Successfully canvassing the public for
"
financial suppon is one positiv~ result. Th~ possibility of lawsuits is also reduced when staff
undttstand and act on pati~nts' ~rions(Campbell & Christopher, 1991).
Th~ link between th~ consurn~rmovement of the 70's and 80's and the growth of
patient satisfaction research goes beyond the accountability or those providing service to a
more fundamental right ofcitizen participation in health care (Kieffer, 19&4). "In the context
of consumerism. pati~ntslconsumerseducate providers of health care as well as receive
education from them" (Guzman, Sliepcevich. Lacey, Vitello, Matten, Woehlke & Wright.
1988, p. 226). Consumer involvement in decision·making about their treatment is seen as
beneficial both from a provider and a consumer viewpoint.
1.11 Conceptual and Methodological Concerns in Measuring Patient Satisfaction
Wbil~ many authors herald patient satisfaction as the ultimate validator of quality
care, (Cleary & McNeil, 1988, Donabedian. 1982; 1985: Guzman, Sliepcevich. Lacey.
Vitello, Matten, Woehlke & Wright. 1988: Hildeman & Fergsuson, 1990:) others debate its
usefulness. Avis, Bond & Aruthur (1995), Carr-Hill (1992) and Williams (1994) question
what patients actually mean when they say that are 'satisfied'. As well, they argue that we
need a clearer understanding ofhow patients evaluate their care to bener interpret satisfaction
survey results. Lebow (1983) identifies prob(~mswith measures used to assess satisfaction
such as ambiguity and oversimplification of response alternatives, failtn to sufficiently
probe and failtn to include consumetS in scale developmenl
Patient satisfaction surveys usually report high levels of satisfaction. Avis. Bond &
Anbur (1995) suggest that this is often due to inherent weaknesses in such surveys. social
desirability bias and a reluctance (0 express negative opinions.
Recent research is focussed on better articulating the concept of satisfaction
(Fitzpatrick. 1991) as well as improving the measures of patient satisfaction (E1breck &
Fecteau. 1990). Satisfaction survey results are often a key detenninant in continuing specific
programs or adopting programs in new locations (lebow. 1983). The strength of client
satisfaction surveys lies in providing opportunity for consumer feedback. allowing patients
to express their values (Carr.Hill. 1992: Hsieh & Kagle. 1991: lebow, 1983: Perreault,.
Rogers. Leichner & Sabourin. 1996).
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
"the (scaff) kept me grounded...started me on the right track"
Crisis Centre Client
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This chapter oullines the setting, definition of a mental health crisis and services
offered by the Ccotre. Ethical considerations. the srudy design. developmaJt of the
questionnaire, sample size. selection of participants. training ofcontact persons and analysis
and reporting of results are also described in this chapter.
U Crisis Centre Setting
Location
The Mental Health Crisis Centre. located in a city of approximately 150.000 people.
opened its doors in June 1996 as the only such centre in Atlanlic Canada. II is located near
the downlown area of the province's capital cilY. [t is a 24 hour. seven day-a week menial
health crisis intervention service for pe~ns of all ages. Clients refer lhemselves either in
perwn or by telephone. 1be services are voluntary. confidential, non-medical and frec-of·
charge.
Enl'inmm~nt
The two-storied physical structure of the service is wheel-chair accessible to the first
floor level. It has sepamte, comfortable intervention rooms. a fully equipped kitchen.
bathroom and bedrooms, and a large common living room. A smoking area is provided. The
building resembles an older home. is located near one of the city hospitals and is
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unoblr.lSively but dearly identified as the Mental Health Crisis Cen~. The service
ullimately implemented is a composite of some of the models of psychiatric emergency
services and will be described in detail in the next sections.
Security
The building is locked at all times to ensure safety and security of sraff and clients.
Entry is gained by pressing a bell. There are emergency buzzers strategically placed within
the building and linked directly to Uie police station. All staff have specialized training in
intervening in threatening situations.
Human Resourc~s
The Centre is staffed with a mix of professionals and para-professionals. The
manager of the Cen~ is also the Community Mental Health Coordinator with a regional
Health and Community Services board. Community mental health services are the mandate
of this board. One half of the manager's time is dedM:.ated to the Centre. Nine professionals.
with backgrounds in health and social sciences. sraffthe ~ntre twenty-four hours. seven days
a week. In addition. trained volunteers are also present and are primarily responsible for
responding to telephone crises.
Staff and volunteers are selected for their knowledge of mental health/illness. their
ability to make independent decisions. display a non-judgmental attitude and validate the
experience of the person in crisis while intervening calmly and effectively. These skills ace
seen to be rTlCR imponant than having professional training in one of the health professions.
Other important qualifications are the ability to quickly establish rapport and mutually
agreeable goals. the ability to negotiate. broker and advocate 00 behalf of clients. and h3ving
a knowledge of the mental he31th system and how to access services.
IH,,~/opment
Planning for the Centre began in 1994, two ye3J'S prior to its opening. A Mental
Health Crisis Services Task. Force determined its purpose through twelve public
consultations with consumers and service providers. General citizens in the area of the
Centre's location were also consulted in the planning ph:lSe. The consultative process
identified the following needs: twenty-four hour a day telephone and walk·in services as well
as a mobile crisis response team available seven days a week. The telephone and walk-in
service have Mn established: the mobile team has been deferred.
Philosophy
The philosophy of the Centre is staled as:
~ ...committed to promoting the maintenance of good mental health by supporting
individuals through mental health crisis. We encourage staff and clients to work
togelher to identify needs and to agree upon a way in which these needs can be
addressed. We accept each crisis as legitimate and we respect the individuality.
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dignity. ability and autonomy of the people who use our service (A Model for the Operation
of a Mental Health Crises Service in the St. John's Region. June. 1995).
£ligibl~ Cli~nIs
The proposed model targeted servi~ to persons of all ages who §ought help for a
mental health crisis. except the following:
a) Individual under investigation for child maltreatment
b) Psychogeriatric clients in long term care facilities
c) Individuals who have overdosed
d) lndividuals under court ordered remands to determine psychiatric fitness to
stand trial
e) lndividuals who display aggressive behaviour
f) lntoxicated persons
g) Omer individual situations as defined by the staff of the service.
II Definition of a Mental Heallh Crisis
The Centre defines a crisis as any situation or change in an individual's life which
makes him or her unable to cope. It is a nuid concept in that the person may have been able
to deal with the situation yesterday. but not today.
Client empowerment is integral to me definition in that the crisis is defined as such
by the individual or family. If the client says it is a crisis. the staff respect that it is and assist
the person through the situation in a safe. non-judgmental environment.
JS
The person in crisis must be willing 10 deal with the issues that are causing the crisis.
A problem solving approach is used. Staff assisl the: person to generate as many helpful
options ilS possible. The more options generated the ITH)(e likely resolution will occur.
(Pctsonal communication. Karen McGrath. May 10. 1991).
~ Services or the Menta! Health Crisis Centre
In Pt!rson Crisis Intt!Tl't!ntion
The !>ervice provides lime-limiled intervention to persons in mental heahh crises.
Triage. intervention and discharge may be up 10 a maximum of seventy twO hours per crisis
episode. Two beds are available for persons who need to stay overnight for intervention.
Ensuring that clients are linked 10 appropriate follow-up services is an irnportanl element of
the service.
Tt!Jt!phont! Crisis Intt!nt!ntion
Trained. crisis volunteers operate the seven day·a-week crisis line belween 8 a.m. and
12 midnight. Paid slaff resource the crisis line between 12 midnight and 8 a.m.. 11le mandate
is 10 help callers effectively address their immediate problems. The cenlre has maintained
an average of thirty volunteers on its roster 011 anyone time.
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Mobile Crisis Response
A mobile unit was viewed as a desirable element of the service. However. due to
resource implications. it is not implemented at this stage. Discussions with the Chief of
Police to set up a service similar to Car 87 in Vancouver have begun. Car 87 is a police car
staffed with a plain-clothes police officer and a professional mental health service worker
or nurse. They respond to psychiatric emergencies wherever they occur in the community.
In support of mobile crisis teams. Bengeldorfand Alden. (1987), say that ..the most effective
emergency psychiatric treatment takes place before the patient ever reaches the hospital" (p.
663).
The proposal for a Crisis Centre and the Centre's eventual opening can be credited
in large part to the voices of many consumers in the mental health system who were
dissatisfied with the lack of community services available to them and became actively
involved in the design and implementation of the service.
M Ethical Considerations
Research involving hwnan participants requires that high ethical standards guide the
research. particularly in the sensitive area of mental health research. A nwnber of safeguards
were implemented prior to, during, and after completion of the research.
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Prior 10 Ibe start of the research. the investigator held meelings with the Chief
Executive Officer, Health and Community Services, and subsequenlly with the Manager of
the Mental Hea(!h Crisis Centre. The nature and scope of the research proposal were
explained and pennission for !he research to be conducted was granled. The proposal was
reviewed by the Human [nvestigation Committee (HIe) of !he Faculty of Medicine,
Memorial University of Newfoundland (Appendix A), the ethics review body for research
conducted by faculty, staff and students of the medical schooL Approval from HIC was
granted (Appendix B). A series ofmeelings were held with the Centre's Manager and the
agency conducting other parts of lite Centre's evaluation 10 discuss lite specific areas of
consumer satisfaction that were being investigated in the lItesis research and to avoid overlap
willt other evalualion components.
Prior to providing the researcher wilh Ihe client list, the names ofclients in exclusion
categories were deleted from the lisl by Computer Systems Personnel. Only eligible
participant names were given to the researcher as the initial contact list.
The Medical Research Council of Canada Guidelines on Research Involving Human
Subjects (1987) suggest: 'The cardinal principle of research on human subjects is that. 10 the
extent that it is possible. a subject'S involvement should be informed and voluntary. Ideally,
subjects should be informed. and should make their decision on whether to participate at
leisure and complete freedom from any pressure" (p. 21). Thus, in an effort to protecl the
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clienlS' privacy and right to refil.se conlact by the investigator. the Centre's volunteers were
enlisted to make the fim contact. When research involves human participanlS. the first
contact should be by persons they know to be diItttly associated with the agency or
organization. The Medical Resea.n:h Council guidelines are very clear on this point: -The
ordinary ethical requirement ofconfidentiality is reinforced by two principles of research:
a) patienlS should not be approached by strangers who know their medical circumstances. b)
the management of patienlS should not be influenced by their decision not to participate
(p.37). Volunteers asked potential participanlS whether the investigator could call them to
explain the study in detail and to obtain permission to be interviewed. Therefore, potential
participanlS had two opportunities to refuse to participate - first. by not allowing the
investigator to call and. second. by refusing to participate in the interview when the
investigator made contact.
When completed paper copies of interviewsw~ k~t in locked storage. Data were
entered in an EPI lNFO program (Epi Info Version 6.04A 1996) by the investigator and
accessed by a password known coly to the investigator.
ParticipanlS were offered a summary ofresullS at the completion of the study.
SUlrrlrrllry ofSflf~ulI'dsto protect theprivllCY ofptzTtidpaJtt:
Permission 10 obtain access to the client Iisl was sought and received from the
Manager of the Crisis Centre.
2. Clients in exclusion categories were deleted by Centre computer systems petSOnnel
prior to receiving the list.
3. First contact ofpotential panicipants was made by volunteers of the Crisis Centre.
4. Verbal informed consent was obtained by volunteers for the ~ber to call and
explain the research and obtain consent to be contacted by investigator.
5. The investigator explained the research and obtained verbal consent to be
interviewed. Participants were advised that they could end the interview at any time.
6. Paper copies of completed questionnaires were kept in locked stOrage, computer
access was safeguarded by an access code known only to the researcher.
M Design OfThe Study
1bc: study is a cross sectional descriptive study. using two separate groups of
participants at IWO different points in time. Potential survey participants were contacted by
telephone by volunteers of the Centre for permission for the investigator 10 contact them.
When pennission was given. the investigator then called each potential participant. explained
the research and obtained the participant's verbal permission for the interview.
The questionnaire was designed to obtain information on eleven variables. Five of
the variables, namely age. sex. type of living arr.tngement. calegory of intervention, and how
often participants availed of the services of the centre were obtained from client files with
the express pennission of participants.
The other six variables - awareness of the centre, comfonableness of lhe centre,
satisfaction with help received. assistance in developing a plan, suppons and services used
in the past and suggestions for other services were variables on which information was
sought during the interviews. Norman & Streiner (1994) suggest that ~the number of dala
(patients. subjects. students) should be a minimum of 5 or 10 times the number of variables
entered into the equation...• (p. 116). The final sample size was set at one hundred and len,
allowing for ten times the number of variables.
J..1.. Proposed Selection Proq.ss with Revisions
The original proposal suggested three stages of d3La collection. In the first stage. a
total of 50 randomized participants (25 in·person visits and 2S telephone calls) was to be
interviewed in March and in stage two. reinterviewed in August. 1997. wilh SO new
randomized panicipants (25 in persons and 25 telephone calls) added at that time. In
November. 1997. stage three. the panicipants from March and August would all be re-
interviewed. The lotal number of interviews would be 250 interviews of 100 panicipantS.
The intem of re-interviewing one group of panicipants was to ascenain whether there wilS
a long tenn positive effect from crisis counselling. As well. comparing general satisfaction
in the early stages of Ihe Centre's opening with satisfaction after a year of operation was
believed to be worthwhile.
A look at the preliminary list of numbers of eligible participants provided a
cautionary n()(e with respect to lhe feasibility of. first. obtaining requi~ numbers of
panicipantS. and, second, being able to contaellhose panicipants for re-interviews. Of the
1211 clients on the original list in the first phase only 420 remained after the exclusions
requested by the researcher. Furthermore. a consultation with Dr. Veeresh Gadag, a
biostatislician at the Facully of Community Medicine (personal communication, April 16,
1997), led to funher discussion regarding the relatively shon time span between the data
collection phases panicularly the March to August interval: he felt that attempting to
co~late differences between satisfaction levels over such soon intervals was questionable.
Thus.. in consull3lion with the researcher"s thesis supervisor and the manager of the Mental
Heallh Crisis Centre the proposal was revised from three to two points of data collection
using separate groups of clients: the second data collection .....ould take place among clients
seen fiJ'Sl after close to twelve months of full operntion of the Cenll'e.
1lIc potentially accessible population were all 1759 clients who used Ihe services of
the Mental Health Crisis Cenll'e between June 17, 1996 and August 31. 1997. the complete
study period. Because 26.6% of the 105 people in the final sample both called and visited
the Crisis Centre. these 28 panicipants were categorized as a call or a visit based on the last
point ofcontact .....ith the Cenlre, i.e. if the last contact was a telephone contact and the person
had made a previous in-person (walk.in) contact. the panicipant .....as categorized as a
telephone ConCacL
Exclusions
The following categories of clients were excluded:
I. Persons who called or visited the Centre because of violence
2. Minors (defined as persons under 16 years old)
3. Frequent Users (defined as persons who made 40 calls or 10 visits betw~n June 17,
1996 and April I, 1997. or 56 calls or 14 visits between April 12, 1997 and August
31. 1997.
4. Professional CaBs (defined as calls from health professionals and police).
Persons who visited for reasons of family violence were excluded because of the
extremely sensitive nature of me crisis and the danger of inadvertently breaching client
confidentiality. Aconcem of the investigator was that the perpetr.1tor of the violence might
not know that the client contacted the Centre for services and could be~nt wilen either
a volunteer or the investigator called, This could make it difficult or impossible for me
participant [0 reply to the questions, and worse. could cause anomer episode of violence.
Minors under sixteen years were excluded based on confidentiality. Parents or
guardians may not have known mat the adolescent was in contact with the Centre with A
mental health concern. The 16to 19 year old group was included as 'mature minors', As the
law regarding consent is not exclusively reliant on age. persons in this age group were
presumed to have the mAturity to decide whether or not to panicipate in a research study.
F~uent users. defined as pefWflS who contacted the Centre via telephone more than
forry times or visited TTlOfe than ten times between June 17. 1996 and April I. 1997.
respectively. were excluded. This definition was pror.1led for Phase n (April 2 to August 31.
1997) of the data collection: a frequent user for that phase was defined as a person who
visited more man 14 times or called more than 56 times as of August 31. 1997. The
definition of frequent users was developed with the assistance of the Manager of the Centre.
There were 14 frequent users who accounted for 14490fthe calls and liS of the visits during
the study period. The frequcm users were excluded because they were a part of the larger
evaluation being done by the IllSlitute for Human Resource Development.
Professional calls were eltcluded. 11lese were calls made: by persons such as mental
health professionals. hospila.l emergency staff or JXllice to ask for infonnation about Centre
services or 10 inform the Centre th31 a client W;lS being referred for services. Professional
calls were identified by names recognized as colleagues in the field of mental heallh and
were somelimes designated in the files as 'Infonnation Calls'. Sixty.three professional calls
were excluded. It is possible that some persons identified and therefore excluded ;IS
"professional" may have been using the Centre as clients. especially if the call was nOI
designated as an Information CalL However. in an effort to be consistenl. all known
professionals currently working in the menial health field were excluded.
Clients for whom there was no name or lelephone number on file were obvious
eJtclusions because they could not be contacted.
Some people were excluded for muhiple reasons. Table I gives the numbers in
exclusion categories and overlaps.
1m...... TIIII
..- ..-
- -
1__ -
-.
T.... 1873
..-
1169 1169
..- '"
407 433
...- 156 87 33 156
"'-
38 25 11 6 38
~- 14 9 2 5 , 14
Pnlfn&loaal 63 0 0 0 0 0 63
After exclusions. 420 persons remained in Phase l:lJld 101 in Phase n. for a (01011 of
521 polcnlial panicipanrs from which 10 draw the sample for the whole slUdy. This list (n =
420 in Phase I and n::: 101 in Phase U) was r.mdomiud using me ACCESS computer
program (Access. 19%). However. with the substantial numbers of exclusions and persons
unable [0 be contacted. ultimately all III clients afthe Cenlfe during the slUdy period who
could be comacled for consent to participate were included in the study.
il ()esjgn ohite Questionnaire
An extensive literature review on questionnaire development was undertaken prior to
the development of the questionnaire. Texts by Hulley and Cummings (1988) and Polit and
Hungler ((988) offer explicit principles governing questionnaire design and usage.
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Melhodological consideralions in paliem satisfaction (Lebow, 1983), discussions of a
conceptual framework of palient salisfaction (Fitzpalrick & Hopkins, 1983). basic issues in
queslionnaire design and analysis (Ferber. ShealSley. Tumer& Waksberg. 1980: FilZpalrick.
1991), and complexities of patient satisfaclion surveys (Carr·Hill. 1992), were reviewed prior
to the development of the instrument used to collect dala for this study.
Client satisfaction questionnaires by Ware, Snyder and Wright (1976), the Barrelt-
Lennard Scale (Barrett-Lennard, 1962), and multi·dimensional descriptions of reactions to
treatment, The Therapy Session Report (Orlinsky and Howard. 1975) were reviewed. Client
satisfaclion questionnaires evaluating mental health in-patient services (Hutchens, 1990), as
well as the client satisfaction questionnaire evaluating Ihe Gerstein Centre. a mental health
crisis centre in Toronto. were also reviewed. Using the above named literature and her own
experience in the mental health field, forty questions were developed by the investigator. The
questionnaire was discussed with the manager of the Crisis Centre, representatives of the
consultant agency, and the investigator's thesis supervisor to ensure comprehensiveness and
to avoid duplication w:th the consulting agency's evaluation. The script incorporated a
combination of qualitative and quantitative questions. The questionnaire was divided into
five sections: Demographics, Crisis Centre Experience. Outcome ofCrisis. Supports/Services
used in the Past and Questions/Comments Section. A five point Likert scale was used.
Answers ranged from (I) not satisfiedlhelpful (2) somewhat s3tisfiedlhelpful (3) neutral. (4)
s3tisfiedlhelpful. (5) very salisfiedlhelpful. A series of open-ended questions provided an
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opportunity to clients to offer opinions. expound on their responses and offer suggestions
(Appc:ndixq.
The telephone script develo~ for volunteers who would make first contact
(Appendix D) was pretested in volumeertraining sessions. The questionnaire was pretested
by the investigator on six mental health professionals as well as six consumers of mental
health services known not to be clients of the Crisis Centre. Adjustments in wording and
reordering of the questions resulted from the pilot resting. Section L Demographics. required
the collection of data from client files. As mentioned previously. this information was
obtained from the files. where available. with the express pc:nnission of participants who
were asked for their consent to access records at the beginning of the interview.
M Training of Volunteers as Contact Persons
Prior to the recruitment of participants. an inservice session was prepared for the
volunteers by the researcher entitled "Obtaining Consent to be Contacted" (Appendix E). A
booklet outlined the purpose and content of the study. the background of the questionnaire
and the importance of the volunteers' role in the study. The volunteers practiced the
telephone script in small groups. suggested revisions and then practiced in pairs prior to
being assigned two 'test' calls. The test calls were made to University faculty and staff or
colleagues of the investigator. 1be calls were completed over atwo-day time frame. 1lIe test
call respondents supplied feedback to the inveslig:uor on such things as voice tone. inflection
and understanding the purpose of the call (Appendix F). All fe61bacL wiii positive with
suggestions of minor ~visions in the script to allow for an e3Sierconversational flow. Each
volunreer was then given a list of names and telephone numbers of poc:ential participants.
telephone scripts and response sheets (Appendix G). Four scpa.r.lte inscrvice sessions we~
conducted for four diffe~n[ volunteer groups throughout the data collection process. The
time frame for volunteer training. completion of calls and returning the responses to the
researcher was 12 days. Appendix H outlines the design timeline. a listing of the events
leading up to administration of the questionnaire. Prior to the investigator conducting the
survey. volunteers of the Crisis Centre. using a standard script. called each randomly selccted
potential participant to obtain conscnt for the investigaror to call.
ill Efforts to Redul:e Bias
To determine content or face validity. the interview questions were discussed with the
thesis supervisor. manager of the Crisis Centre. and consultants from the agency performing
other aspects of the evaluation. The questionnaire was also reviewed by colleagues in the
mental health field. Test interviews were done by the investigator with both mental health
professionals and consumers of mental health services. [n each case. test panicipants were
"
asked foc feedback on wording. ordering and clarity ofquestions.F~kwas incorporaled
inlo the final version of the questionnaire.
A standard script (Appendix nwas used by the investigator to introduce and explain
the study 10 potential parricipanls and 10 obtain consent. The questionnaire was administered
10 all participanls by a single person. the investigator. The number of interviews was limited
10 a maximum often a day. Short breaks were taken between calls to reduce fatigue and me
possibility ofconfusing one interview with another. Respondents' voice tone and clarity of
responses were noted by the investigator as indicators ofcapacity to respond to the questions.
Social desirability bias - the tendency of individuals 10 give answers that are socially
acceptable and not necessarily representative of how they feel is known to occur in studies
eliciting satisfaction with services. Efforts to minimize this bias included informing the
participanls that the investigator was an independent evaluator i.e. not a staffmemberofthe
centre, in an effort to reduce the level of anxiety about criticizing the direct prov1der of the
service. Responses to open-ended questions gave an opportunity to compare c1osed-ended
responses.
;0
3.11 AD.lnls and Reporting of Results
Dala were entered inlo EPI IlIo/FO 6.04A (1996). Frequencies and proportions or
responses were produced by individual variable and by cross tabulations or major calegories
or variables. Response four and five (helpful/satisfied. very helpful/very satisfied) were
combined ror the final analysis or Liken scale questions. Responses to open-ended questions
were grouped by content calegory - services used previously. ractors thatwett helpful and
not helpful. suggestions and comments. A representative sample or responses was
incorporaled into the results ~Iion.
"
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
''Their (slaff) tone ojvoice, language and kindness
validated my experience.
allowed me to open up and discuss my issues"
Crisis Centre Client
"
y Number of Availabk Participants and ReslJOl\Se Rates
The Crisis CenU'e opened its doors on June 17. 1996. Fifteen months after its opening.
by August 31. 1997. the CenU'e had n:cc:ived 4.892 c:Llls and 1.008 visits for a lOla! of 5900
contacts (1759 clients). The fim phase of dara collection relied on clients who had used the
service up to April I. 1997. The second phase invo{ved clients who used services of the
CenU'e between April 2. 1997 and August 31. 1997: clients who had been contacted in Phase
I were excluded in Phase U avoid to calling the same person twice.
Available Participants: Phase I Part I
The sampling frame in Phase 1consisted of 420 people. Three hundred and thiny-four
people were unable 10 be conlacled due mainly 10 telephone numbers no longer in service.
Of the 86 contacted by volunteers. len refused pennission for the investigalor (0 call. Of the
76 who gave pennission to be called by the investigator. one person refused (0 be
interviewed. In the k:ss than five days between the first contaCt by the volunteer 13 persons
who had given verbal pennission 10 the volunteer were unable 10 be re-conlacled by the
investigator as their lelephones were no longer in service. Sixty-two were interviewed at this
time. 32 individuals who had made telephone contact and 30 individuals who had presented
themselves in person to lhe Centre.
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Available Participants: Phase I Part II
The numbers obtained in Phase I met the minimum sampling requirements. Howevrr.
the researcher was attempting to obtain the maximum requirements. [n conjunction with the
thesis supervisor and llfRD. it was det:ided to try to obtain telephone numbers fOf those
clients for whom this information was missing. A request fOf telephone numbers was
submitted 10 !be consultants of IHRD. who had access 10 the OMNIFAX computer program;
OMNIFAX is an on-line lelephone directory of all published telephone numbers in the
province. The source of the list was not identified. The original list was returned to IHRD
who returned it 10 the researcher. Sixty-one telephone numbers were retrieved for the 1169
persons on the list (Table n. Twenty·five were able 10 be contacted by Centre volwneers and
20 persons agreed 10 be interviewed. The other 36 were incorreet telephone numbers or
reported by telephone company as no longer in service. Of the 20 people who had given
permission 10 be contacted. the investigator was successful in interviewing 15 people (Table
lII). Over a two week interview period five lelephone nwnbers had been listed as no longer
in service. After both parts o(Phase I ofda.t.a collection, 77 participants had been interviewed
which included these 15 and the original 62 interviews.
A vailable Participants: Phase /I
The sampling frame in Phase 1I of the study consisted of 101 potential participants.
Interviews were done in September. 1997. Fifty-four people were unable to be contacted by
volunteers mainly because telephone numbers were listed as no longer in service. The
remaining 47 were asked for permission to be coDlacted by the investigator; 43 agreed.
Founeen of the 43 could nol be contacted by the investigalOr because telephone numbers
were lisled as no longer in service and the~ was no answer at one home despite calling in
excess of twenty-five times over a two-week time span. Twenty-eight were interviewed by
the investigator. There were no refusals in this phase.
Table U outlines a summary of the data colJeclioo process. This process is fully
outlined in Appendix J.
TABLEII
SUI1H1l,ry DI0111 CoIIHIIlln P10eIss
PHASE I Julie 17, 1916-ADrl11, 1197
Mllmber 01 clients betwuR Jane 17, 1996 and ADrl[ 1, 1997 1211
saltl8lll1l1ltame atler emuskiM 420
TotlIl nlmber InteMewed bY lmatIutor T7
PHASE. Aaril Z. 1!ti7 -AMIstJ1. 1997
IIomHrof dl..tsbe..... ADrII2. 1l197·"lIIIsl31.1997 548
SarIlDIIDlIlramtafterudalions 101
Totallllllt'lber laleMewed bY IlIftStioalar 28
TOTAl NUMBERS fflOM PHASE I& U 105
"
This study involved a two phase consent process. In the first stage ofconsenl. oCme
III people contacted by volumeers in Phase L 96 agreed to be contacted by the investigator
(86%). aCme 47 contacted by the volunt~ in Phase D. 43 agreed co be contacted by the
investigator (91.4%).
Second stage consent was obtained by the investigator. In Phase l, 77 ofthe 96 persons
who agreed to be contacted were interviewed, a response: rate of80.2%. Twenty-eight of the
43 persons who consented to be contacted were interviewed in Phase U(65%). It is important
to note that of those~ns giving first stage consent who were able to be contacted by the
investigator 99.5% completed the interview.
Table moutlines the actwll data collection time frame.
TABLEDI
O~a Col/dDn T1m8 hrftNh IntiNumlwr Df!D-tM1SDn/TIMpItone Cliuts
Aprfl.1997
30 in person clients
32 teleptlone clients
PHASE'
JlJne, 1997
7inpersooclienlS
8 teleptlone clients
"
PHASE II
Sepeembef.1997
n.. 28
lOin person clients
18 teJeptlone clients
The ratio of females to males io the sample was 2.5: I (16 and 29 respectively).
lnformation on demographic variables was not available for all participants. For example.
14 of the records gave no age, and 49 gave no data 00 living accommodations. The age group
most frequently using the Ceom: was the 40-49 yearolds (24%) followed closely by the 20-
29 and 50-64 year old group (230/.). Females were represented in these age groups in a 4.5:1
and 6: I ratio respectively. Table TV outlines Centre use by age and sex for the 91 participants
for whom this information was available. Appendix K gives detaHed demographic
characteristics of participants.
TABLEtV
CIfsIs Clntre Uu IJy Ag••1IdSu
So, 16-19 21·21 ..... ..... ..... liS> Tolal
, , . , . ,
.....Ie 5 t4 11 18 18 ..
Mo'. 2 7 8 4 3 t 25
Total 7 21 18 22 21 1 !l1
"
Table V outlines marital status by age and sex. The majority of participants were single.
female and in the 4049 age group.
All. sex Cemmon--.... DlYomd Married
11-19
21-,.
......
6S>
Sin I. Wklow Total
1Z
7
17
•
16
2
TolIl 15
"
23
" "
The majority ofpeople li~ in rmted accommodations, 40.4% (n-52), followed by
living with parents (2J-~). Fifty·seveo percent (0 ""'1) oflhe 16-19 year olds indicaled that
they lived willl parents. Table VI oullioes living arrangements by age and sex.
TABLEVI
Uvilll Arn.l1NIna byAt. Inti S6X
........
_.
,Ule,
own home
16-1!1 21-21
AGE GROUP
..... 5CHi4 liS> Total
11
,
15
•
Total 12 12
"
11 12 52
Geographic location was detmnined by telephone exchange numbers. Eighty~igbt
pcn:cnt (0'" 81) lived in Sf. John's: the majority were female and in the 30-39 age group.
Table VU sbows geographic location by age and sex.
TABLEfll
GmJpIphk /.qQ1itJD 1Iy. ~'"'Su
Gao flDlllcLocaUon
... Sn st.John's OutUde St. John's
Totll
16-19
21-.. 11 13
7 7
38-39 12 15
6 •
..... 13 ,.
6 7
..... I 10 11
m 5 5
OS>
TOTAl 71 '0
"
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4.3 CategorY of Contacts and Reasons for Calls and Visits
Tables VITI represents the categories of client contacts. Twenty-six percent (28
participants) had both a call and visitcontaet. For analysis purposes, the imerview was coded
on last point of contact, thus of the 28. 15 were coded as calls and 13 as visits.
TAILEV/ll
C3ltlgory0/CI/fIRt CtJlltacts
ConbltlsN.1D5
Nomlterol cllePls who called
Nomller 01 etlents who Y1slllld
Total
Number who both called &visited
58
47
105
28
Percent
55.2%
44.8%
100%
26.6%
Table [X gives the frequency of primary crisis codes by age and sex. Crisis codes
were developed by a sub-committee of the Implemenlation Committee of the Menta! Health
Crisis Centre:. Members ofthe sub-committee had clinical expertise and experience in menIal
health emergencies. A computerized dala base of the Centre was developed for the crisis
Centre 10 accommodate up to five crisis codes for each contaci with the first code being the
main reason (primary code) for contact. The second to fifth codes were problems that
contributed to the primary reason for contacting the Centre. For example, a person may have
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had a primary coding of addictions with a secondary coding of financial problems. a third
coding ofemployment c:onc:ems and a fourth of family problems. Ninety percent and seventy
pen:cnt oftelephone and visit clients. respectivdy. had second and third crisis codes. Family
crisis was the highest second code at 19.6%. parenting and suicidal thoughts were the two
highest third codes at 16 % each.
Mental illness was the highest primary code for 15% ofme participants. Most people
with this code were female and distributed in age from 30 years onward. The next highest
crisis code was addictions at 13%. This crisis code was distributed fairly equally among both
sex:es and ages including the 16-19 age group. Relationship (family) was the primary crisis
code for 12% of participants. Family crisis was responsible for 10.5% ofcodes. Combined.
these two similar codes. relationship (family) and family crisis were responsible for the
majoriry of crisis experience by panicipanlS (22.5%). More females than males used the
Cen~ for these two family crisis codes. at a ratio of5.3: I.
The frequencies of crisis codes are found in Appendix L
"

!:! Satisfaction with Physical Attributes of tbe Crisis Ceatre
Although 47 persons were categorized as ~in-person clients" and 58 persons as
lelephone clients" by their last contact. 28 of the total number of participants bad at some
time both visited and caJled the Centte. Eighty-six percent ofthosc who~ found the
geographic location accessible. Ninety four percent of these clients experienced no waiting
time andW~ seen immediately by a crisis intervener. Eighty-cight percent of persons who
visited found the environment of the Centre comfortable. Ninety-four percent of those who
contacted the Centre by telephone found access easy. The range of values for those satisfied
with physical attributes was from 86.4% to 94.1%. (See Table X).
TABLEX
$I1f*etlon wfth Pfty$it;I/Altriblltn IIIIiJ# Crisis C6ntm
CrIlorio .
.._.......
lacIUDa~ 56 86.-4'-'
WaitiDlTlme 68 94.1"1'
CoInIorWi'-*s of EntrHlDllll 68 88.3"1'
r..... AcAssIlllIllIw 65 93.8%
~ Satisfaction with Help Received at the Crisis Centre
Table XI compares satisfaction levels by sex. age group and marital status. More
females were satisfied than males. 91 % versus 79% respectively; overall 85% were satisfied.
Fewer married men (66.7%) were satisfied; within this group no one reponed complete
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resolution of the crisis situation although 80% reponed panial resolution. Two were in age
groups 30-39 and 40-49 respectively: one person was in the 5Q.S9 age category. Crisis codes
assigned to this group were: employment (\): health (2). mental illness (I), and suicidal
thoughts (1): one person was not assigned a code. Overall. a higher proponion of middle and
older age groups were satisfied than younger age groups.
rA8LEXI
Comparison 01saUsfacUon le""ls ByAg., S.xandMlritalStatus
Se,
Female
Male
Males and Females
IAge adS
69
28
97
Pln:antSltlsrred
91.3%
78.6%
84.9%
20-29
30-39
40-49
50·64
21
17
"
"
85.7%
76.5%
95%
85%
M.rttalSlatus n-82
Common-law 100%
Oivorced
Married
Single
Widowed
15
23
35
"
91.3%
93.3%
82.8%
100%
ti Satisfaction bv Crisis Codes
The majority of respondents were satisfied regardless or the kind of crisis which
brought them to the Centre. (fable XII). lbosc clients coded to the categories of relationship
(other), adolescent issues and survivor issues were less SOItisfied. Of the people who had had
previous experience with the Centre:. 76% said that their last experience(s) was typical of
other experience(s) at the Centre.
TA8LEXII
Comp.rlSDR OfL.,,~{s OfS.UmcUDII ByCrisis &od6
~ ,....~.
Addictions 14 78.6%
AdoleSCenllssues 75""
BelUVelTlenVloss
,_
Employment ,-
family Crisis 11 90.'"
-
2 "Xl""
""""
,-
-", ,-
tsoIationll.oneliness 83.3%
leoatlssues , ,-
Mernallllness 12 ,-
Non-Crisis ,-
Oth" '00""
Parenting
'00""
Aelationship(lamily) 11 90.9%
Aelationship(Olher) 50,,"
Survivor Issues 75""
SuicideThouhts
'00""
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!:1 Satisfaction with [oterpersonal Dimensions of Care
Most clients. 93%, (n = 99) were satisfied that their privacy and confidentiality were
prote{;ted and that they had been understood (n =97).
When people make conlact with the Centre for crisis intervention as many options
as feasible to resoLve the crisis are generated by the client with the help of the crisis
intervenor. The option(s) most likeLy to be followed is worked through and becomes ""the
plan" to help resolve the crisis. A positive reLationship was evident between assistance in
deveLoping a plan and the heLpfulness of the pLan in dealing with the crisis. Eighty-one
percent ohhe clients (n"" 97) were helped in deveLoping a plan. Eighty-seven percent of this
group said that, in retrospect. the plan they were helped to deveLop was an appropriate plan
(n =88).
TabLe xm compares the interpersonal dimensions of care and levels of satisfaction.
TABUKIII
InletpefSonal DImensions Of Care And lSW11 OfSaUsfacUon
DIMENSION
Prlncy!ConRdefltialityprotatted
Ftltunderstood
Helpld 10 dlvelop a plan
Hllpfulnlssol Ian
67
99
97
97
88
PERCENT SATISFtED
93%
93%
81%
87%
U Rqohltjop ored'g
Participants were asked about resolution of their crisis. Eighteen percent of
participants who responded to this question (n = 99) indicated that their immediate: crisis was
now completely resolved and 54% said that it was partially resolved. Thir1een percent
indicated no resolution of the situation which precipitated their crisis and 15% said they
didn't know whether the crisis was resolved or not Of the 190/0 who did not feel helped in
developing a plan. there was no one who reported partial or complete resolution ofthe crisis.
Table XIV outlines percentages of clients who experienced complete, partial or no
resolution of crisis, as well as those who said they did not know whether their crisis was
resolved or not.
TABLEXIV
Rnobltflm ofCI'irn
RESULTS n
--ComDNtelv ....olved 99 '8%
Partlllity rnoMld 99 54%
_'know 99 15%
Not u an rMOIved 99 13%
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The following are a sample ofclient responses to open-ended questions.
-I ""as fis/~n~d 10 ill an ~mphalic,compassiOfWl~""0;\', and giv~" th~ opporrunil}' to SfNak. ..
'f ",-asn 'Ilreated fike a nUl·aue ":
Crisis C~ntre Clients
Most responses to the question of feeling understood were positive. with ninety-four
percent responding affirmatively to the question.
The notion of being understood was exhibited in statements like:
"clarifit:d and reiterated what I was so}ing. ,.
"s}7I1pathetic, ..
"gave me hope and perspective. ..
"compassionate, listenaf well, ..
'They seemed to brow whal/II'os going through. ..
"They didn't offer advice, ..
"/et me make my own conclusions. ..
Persons who did not feel understood eloquently voiced their perspectives:
.....Iold me what was bestfor me and what 10 say ....
"I jell diminished after. il prevented mefrom seeking further help",
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"Th?: misjudg~the sedousneu ofthe situation. they didn't tune into how sick I really
Sixty--nine pen:ent attributed their ability to cope with their problem to the help they
received at lhe Cen~.
The most consistently positive attribute ofthe plan for 12% ofpeople was appropriate
refenal to mental bealth services professionals, groups or agencies. This included.. but was
not limited to referral to psychiatry. case management.. grief counselling, pastoral care,
employment and financial counselling. This referral to other resotute$ was considered a real
s~ngth of the Cen~. Other helpful aspects of individual plans according to clients were:
"1 received validation and support ".
..... helped me realize my strengths. ..
"education about the interactions between drugs and alcohol. ..
"The step-by-step guide war helpful in leading me through a confused and chaotic time. ..
'"The visit helped me organize things in my mind. gOt me thinking about helping m;"self."
"options .....ere presented, I had inplll... ..
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The positive comments reflected staffs validation and support ofclients. Threaded
throughout lhe comments was the underlying theme ofempowerment:
"lrelped me help myself'
"didn 'I tT)' to sol~'e my problems for me... "
"let me come to my own conclusions ".
When hospitalization was necessaty for one client, staffaccompanied the client. This
was viewed to be humane and caring. Giving clients a listening ear, treating clients like
normal people were aspects of the interpersonal relalionships thai were reported to be
beneficial. It appears that people are satisfied when treated wilh respect and digniry and
allowed inpul into decisions that are made concerning their health.
!:! Facto" Clients would have found More Helpful
Responses [0 me question .. Jt1lat ",:ould Irave been more Irelpful" were categorized
under me following headings: information needs. follow-up. sociodemographic factors and
interpersonal factors, Some people wanted information on their specific condilion or issue.
Pamphlets and videos were requested but not available. A numberof people (0=38) indicated
that mey would have been further helped if the Crisis Centre staff did follow-up and longer
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tenn counselling. They had developed a comfortable rapport with the staff, had "told their
story", and felt abandoned when lhey weren't able to avail offollow-up services from Centre
staff. Several people (n=24) requested an intervener of the same sex but could not be
accommodated. This had a negative impact on the course of the intervention, "Someone
closer to my age" was a common theme in what would have been more helpful (n =20).
Comments pertaining to interpersonal issues ranged from needing to be taken more seriously
and not wanting to be rushed offthe phone to wanling more sincerity and caring by the staff.
4,10 Previous Sources of Help and Client Perceptions of Alternatives to the
CrisisCenue
When asked whether they had experienced a previous crisis nearly two-thirds (60%)
ofpanicipants responded in the affinnative. Sixty-three percent of these had sought help at
a hospital emergency department at that time. Sixty-five percent indicated that the services
al the Centre were more helpful than services lhey had received elsewhere. Clients were
asked where they would seek help if the Crisis Centre was not available. The majority of
people would have gone 10 a hospital emergency department if the Crisis Centre was non-
existent. Some comments provided real insight into the differences between being helped at
the Crisis Centre versus an emergency depanment. "At an emergency department you're
shoved in a back room and made to waitfor hours. .. one respondent said. Another complaint
expressed by a dient was "All they can do for you is give YOll pills, they don't have the time
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to !iste" ". The literature attests to validity of these staleTnents, long waiting times for
psychiatric patients. long mental health interviews. and dealing with unmanageable
behaviour of patients were common complaints of both staff and patienlS in emergency
rooms. long term planning to address this menral health problem is inadequate. resulting in
an ongoing cycle of return visits,
7J
CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
"The staffwere professional but human.
they didn '{judge me, helped me work through my own solution"
Crisis Centre Client
Factors associated with satisfaction with bealth care include patients
sociodemograpbic characteristics. physical and psychologic:al statuS. anirudes and
expectalions concerning bealth care as well as the process. SUUCIure and outcome of <:are
(Cleary & McNeil. 1988). The results of these dimensions srudied will be discussed in the
following sections.
As well as ac:rual experience with health care serviccs. the expectalions of service is
a factor in satisfae:tion (Hsieh & Kagle. 1991). There wen: no questions asked in the survey
10 directly measure expectalions. One might expect however. that in answering questions.
participants expectations consciously 01" unconsciously weighed in their responses.
Thm are a number of limitations that musl be taken into consider.uion in this study.
The major limitation was the number of dients who could be contacted. Unexpectedly.
inc:omplete infonnation in the data sct severely reduced the number of persons available for
the study. One hundml. and five participants (6%) were interviewed for mis study OUI of a
tolal population of 1759 dients wbo made contact wilh the Centre during the study period.
While the responses from the study group are interesting and provide useful infonnation to
the Centre, they cannot be said 10 represent the c:1ient population of the Centre.
"
The satisfaction levels of per5Oll5 wbo could not be contacted and those in the
ex.clusion categories wen: not ascertained through this research endeavour. Two of the
exclusion categories were of interest but wen: omincd from the potential study population
for reason of confidentiality and their inclusion in another component of the Centre's
evaluation. The frequent user category had been ofpanicular interest as they were a resource
intensive group and their feedback could be ex~ted to be very different from the sample
of participants in the study. There were fOw1«:n frequent users excluded by the defmition
used for this study. These persoll5 generated 1449 calls and 115 visits of the toral 5900
contacts, 260/. of the Centre's overall utilization in the study period. This group had been
included in the evaluation proposal of lHRD. Frequent users were to be given opportunity
for input through focus groups; unfortunately this did not occur. According to the lnstitute
for Human Resource Development Evaluation Report there were problems in obtaining
pertinent data from the computer system as well as some staff misgivings about the focus
group approach of interviewing clients. Two to three case studies of frequent users were also
planned by the consultants. However because of limited staffresponsc in identifying clients
to be interviewed. ...aly one case study was done (Second Interim Evaluation. Institute for
Human Resource [kvelopment. 1997).
It was hoped that socioeconimic levels could be compared among users of the Centre.
Educational level was not requested. Income range was collected on less than 20% of the
client records.
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The ambiguity of the crisis codes nlattonshiplfamily. nlationship/other andfami(1I
crisis as well as non-crisis and orher have prevent~dear categorization of what brought
persons 10 the Centre.
Although some authors dismiss any reliable relationship between satisfaction levels
and sociodemographic variables (Fox & Storms, (981); other research suggests that age and
sex are clearly associated to satisfaction with health care (Cleary & McNeil, 1988).
Age is thought 10 be the most significant demographic prmiCior of health care
satisfaction (Fox & Storms. 1981). The predominant finding is rhat older people are more
likely to be satisfi~with their health care than are younger groups (Cleary & McNeil 1988;
Corrigan. 1990; Hsieh & Kagle 1991; Perreault, Rogers, Leichner & Sabourin. 1996). In this
study levels of satisfaction were high for all age groups. However. the groups aged 40 and
over had higher levels of satisfaction overal1 than did the younger groups. One surmises
many reasons for this; older people's expectations in all areas of life including satisfaction
with health care are tempered by their life's experiences. They have probably come to the
realization that instant gratification and quick fixes are not often possible. While it is difficult
to clarify why age is a significant determinant of satisfaction, Fitzpatrick (1991) postulates
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differences in expectations and the readintss of younger persons [Q exp~ negative views,
as well as actual differences in the quality of care received
Females in the sample outweighed men by 2.5: I. This mirrors the frequency of males
and females in total population ofe1ients who availed of sel'Vices of the Centre. wtIere the
ratio was 2: I. The higher frequency of female use of health services is supponed in the
literarure. lips (1993) suggests women lend to talk more openly about their problems. and
seek professional help before men do. Men tend to stoically wait it out and seek help as a last
resort.
One of the reason!' women may be contacting the Centre more than men is that
women may be more distressed. Mirowsky and Ross (1989) based their book Social Causes
ofPsychological Distress on findings of numerous community surveys of mental health.
Repons of these stUdies found that women are more distressed than men. The explanation
offered is the differences in the lives that men and women live. While employed women ace
less distressed than unemployed women. employed women are more distressed than
employed men. Employment is associated with less distress among women whose husbands
help; dtis contribution by husbands of employed women does not increase dte husband's
"
distress. Husbands with higher education do more. They take more responsibility as the
wife's earnings lncre:asc. Those whose earnings exceed the wife's take less responsibility for
belp in the borne. It appears that economic equality in the workplace is an important factor
in levels ofdistress in women. It is not known bow many women worked or what the family
income was in this study.
Females were more satisfied with health care at the Crisis Centre. This finding is
supported by Hildeman & Fergsuson (1990) who find that males generally rate health
services lower than do females. Cleary & McNeil (1988); Fox & Storms (1981); Perreault,
Rogers, Leichner & Sabourin (1996) report similar findings. Another possible explanation
is the impact ofsocialleaming. The influential conditions ofgender identification and gender
(sex) roles are thought to be as responsible for differences in gender response as genetics
(Haas & Haas. 1993; Lips. 1993). The stettOtypic:aJ behaviours assigned to females such as
compliance. politeness. submissiveness and nurturing are thought to be learned from the
cradle. It is therefore possible that these well-cemented attributes playa role in female
response to questions ofsatisfaction with health services. According to socialleaming theory
it is likely that women would err on the side of social desirability, the desire to p~nt
themselves positively (Hansburg, Nelson, Cormors, Gill, Grande & Paley, 1996).
19
However. there were no discernible signs in the interviews that the respondenlS.
panicularly woman wen: telling the intervie"..er what she wanted to hear. Constructive.
worthwhile feedback and suggestions were received. from both sexes.
~ MaritaJStatus
Somewhat fewer married men were satisfied (66.7%). The literature suggested that
married persons tend to be healthier (Sherbourne & Hays, 1990), have greater longevity (Hu
& Goldman 1990). have shorter lengths of hospital stay (Gordon & Rosenthal. 1995), enjoy
a greater sense of well·being (Yates. Bensley. Lalonde. lewis & Woods (1995), are more
satisfied in general (Haas & Haas. 1993) and are less distressed than wunarried ones
(Mirowsky & Ross. 1989). No reference could be found in the literature which discussed
satisfaction with bealth care among married men compared to single. divorced or widowed.
men. It is possible that this group's overall health care outcome was perceived as less than
ideal. or they may nol have received the help they had anticipated.
Social supportS that are inherent in the married status. as well as the functional
supports that each parmer gives the other, are reasons cited for marital status being a positive
indicator of overalt well-being and satisfaction.
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.,/ had no problonfinding il. Ihe cop look me righl to the door"
Cruis Centre Clienr
The above quotation illustrates the role of the police in dealing with persons with
mental health problems and the pannersbip developed between the police and the Crisis
Centre. The police llI'e routinely involved in the transport of persons to hospital emergency
departments and psychiatric facilities under the province's Mental Health Act. The police llI'e
often the first line of response to crisis calls to private homes and provide emergency
assessment of family crisis. violence. substance abuse or altered mental states (Zealbers,
Christie. Puckett. McAlhanyand Durban. 1992). They also provide an informal crisis service
in that police stations are often called by persons seeking help in a psychiatric emergency.
This role was confinned by several participants wben they were asked about services and
supports used prior 10 and since the opening of the Cen~.
Notwithstanding the role of police in accessing services. 86%~ntof people wbo
visited found the cen~ easily accessible and 94% of people who called got through on the
telephone without difficulty. Waiting time was non-existent for nearly all of tile participants.
The literature indicates thai patient satisfaction is positively related to accessibility.
availability and convenience of care; access being a very important detenninant (Cleary and
McNeil. 1988; Pascoe. 1983; Pickett, lyons. Polonus. Seymour & Miller. 1995).
"
For the few people who had difficulty with telephone access. the wait was
interminable. One respondent appan::ntly waited for more than an hour before the telephone
was answered. Because there was DO m:ording, be was unsure if be had the com:ct numbtt
or whether the Centre was still operating. He felt a recorded message indicating that the lines
were busy. etc.. would have been helpful in this instance:. Many people noted the: lack of
accessibility of the Crisis Centre telephone number. It is lisled obscurely under Health &
Community Services in the current telephone dirc:clOry. Due 10 an oversight by the telephone
company it was not available until this spring on the inside cover ofthe directory where most
emergency numbers are located.
M Satisfaction with Interpersonal Dimensions or C....e
Satisfaction with interpersonal dimensions ofcare was ranked very high in this stUdy.
Prolection or client privacy and confidenliality is an imponant element ofheahh care from
a consumer and a providtt standpoint. It is an espc:cially sensitive issue in the area of mental
health; society is still labouring to rid ilSC:lfoflbe stigma allached lO having a mental illness.
Mental illnesses or mental heallb problems continue to be: viewed as a personality defect or
a personal weakness and do nOI have the legitimacy of physical illness. People are often
hesitant 10 associate Ibemselves with receiving services: they need Ibe reassurance of
"
protection ofconfidentiality. Satisfaction with this element of care would likely playa major
role in whether clients sought services of the Centre in the future.
The vast majority of participants felt understood. anesting 10 the "connectedness" of
the intervener in correctly idenlifying the person's concerns and responding appropriately.
Research in the area of interpersonal dimensions of satisfaction supports the benefits
of a positive client/provider relalionship; increased compliance with treatment is a major
benefit. Interpersonal aspects of care are so influential that patients will keep seeing a
therapist who is friendly but ineffective. Numerous studies have shown that patients are more
satisfied if nurses and doctors appear to be caring and sensitive to their needs (Cleary &
McNeil. 1988). Eisenthal & Lazarre (1976) found increased levels of satisfaction if patients
were given opportunities to express their opinions. Sheppard (199]) reports significant
differences in satisfaction levels when practitioners engage in open communication and.
listen rather than closed perceived to understand. He postulates that failure to recognize the
immediacy of clients' feelings is more detrimental than missing practical problems because
it indicates lack of empathy, a failure to make contact with their very "self' (p. 254).
The minori[)' of participants who did not feel understood clearly articulated why. It
is obvious from statements like "I felt like I was being tolerated". "I was not taken
seriously". "they didn't know how to deal with my situation ", "they were too blunt and
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unfriendly" that the necessary components of a beneficial therapeutic relationship W~
missing for those clients.
~ Satisfaction with Help Received at the Centre
The Centre holds to a problem-solving approach in intervening in crisis situations.
In 1910 John Dewy proposed the classical stages of problem solving wbich are stili used
today (Aguilera & Messick. 1986). They are:
(I) a difficulty is felt
(2) the difficulty is located and defined
(3) possible solutions are suggested.
(4) consC(juences are considered. and
(5) a solution is accepted
Pan of me Centre's approacb. is aiding in the development ofa plan to assisl persons
through the immediate crisis. The plan includes putting steps in place to ameliorate future
crises. The vast majority of people were helped by stafflo develop a plan and were satisfied
with it. The results indicate that help was received to deal with the immediate crisis, and the
majority ofparticipants were able to deal with the problem in the longer term because of help
received at the Centre. This is very positive from any viewpoint. There is potential to
prevent costly hospitalization where the client is more restricted and the cost far exceeds
S4
community services. As well, the client is given cootrol over his life and provided with a
"success" experience in thai the immediate crisis was successfully dealt with. The most
helpful aspect of the plan for most people (72%) was appropriate rr.ferral to otherscrvices.
Participants received much needed information on what services were available and were
assisted in linking up 10 services. The Gerstein Centre's results were reviewed for the last
four)UJSand repon similar findings regardingtbe helpfulness oftheircentR in dealing with
criscs (Paul Quinn, personal communication, May4. 1998).
Principles of Crisis [ntervention as outlined by Puryear (1979) were reflected in
participant responses as to what was most helpful about their contact with the Centre. The
first three principles of Immediate Intervention. Action and Limited Goal Setting were
characterized by statements like "They saw me rig/If away", "kept me grounded .... A crisis
is a time of potential danger and time-limited opportunity for intervention and action. The
immediacy of the situation directs a quick assessment with the client and formulation of a
plan of action 10 aven catastrophe (~, 1979). 1bc principles of Giving Hope and
Expectations and Giving Support are exemplified in statements like "Shov.·ed me I could do
things on my own to help ". "they were patient and understanding ", "they were concerned
for me ", "reassured me. "The principle of Focussed Problem Solving, the backbone ofcrisis
intervention, is identified in statements like "helped me get my daughter to a hospital",
"helped with a step by step guide, " "referred me to a griefrecovery group"
"
The last [Wo principles of crisis intervention. Protection of Setf-lmage and
Preseverance ofSclf-Reliance are inben:nt in the Centre's probtem·solving approach. The
intervener attempts to convey by the en~ approacb the attitude that the client is a capable.
decent person who bas been temporarily overwhelmed by extreme stress: the intervener does
nothing for the client that be can sue«ssful1y do for himselr. Client statements -talked to me
lik~ a normal person ". "lhey were a catalyst in my suking funher help ", "gave me
infannalian ". "helped me h~/p myself' were indicative orthis principle in action.
il Resolution of Crises
There is a dearth of literature on long tenn resolution of the causes of mental health
crises. Most Centns do not evaluate the importance of this aspect ofcrisis caR. The Gerstein
Centre asks: "Did the staffgive you the help you wanted in nsolving the crisis'!" which
penains to help in the immediate sense, rather than overall resolution of the situation that
precipitated the crisis. In this srudy they wen: specifically asked about long tenn resolution.
Eighteen people (18"10) indicated complete resolution of their crisis (61 % female.
39% male). The 18 were distributed across all age groups with more in 20-29 age group. The
mental illness crisis category had the highest number of people who indicated complete
resolution oftheir situation (5) followed by family relationship problems (4). Thus a likely
..
profile ofpersons in the sample who reported complete resolution was that ofa young person
with a mental iHness or family relationship problem.
The finding that 18% of participants repol1ed complete resolution provides reason
for optimism. Mental health crises are often a long time in the making and a myriad of
circumstances frequently make resolution very complex or at least far from simple. Poverty,
child, spousal and elder abuse, inadequate housing, lack of knowledge of health care,
unavailability of conummity and family supports, lack ofeducation and life styles issues are
some of the problems leading up to a full blown crisis. [t is therefore rewarding that these
participants had attained and maintained full equilibrium some time after the intervention.
As well. 54% indicated that their crisis situation was at least partially resolved.
The Centre staff feel that they more successfully intervene with persons who have
newly diagnosed mental illness, rather lhan with persons who have a long-tenn enduring one
(Karen Moores, personal communication, May 17, 1998). There continues to be a gap in
service for the chronically mentally ill in this province. Mental illness was the primary crisis
code for the exclusions and for the clients who were unable to be contacted because their
telephone number was no longer in service.
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Another gap in savices that bas been recognized is people betwem the ag~ of 15-21.
An Adolescent Program is currently being developed by the institutional se<:tor which is
proposed [() include services in the community.
As well, in a combined effort. a group from the institutional and community sectors
is exploring altemativ~ to hospitalization for people with long tenn mental illness.
UnfortunatelY,lhe initial intent oflhe Mental Health Crisis Centre to provide adequate crisis
response to lhe chronically mentally ill has not come to full fruition. This resource intensive
group who were responsible for 26% ofthe total Centre contacts of the study population will
need continued community support. Sullivan, Bulik. Fonnan & Mezzich (1993) clearly state
that "repeated use of emergency services is not an optimal treatment strategy: heavy users
may drain staffand scarce resources, and patients' needs may not be met. increasing the risk
offunuerepeat ~~(p_ 380). The crisis code for 100rthe 14 (71%) frequent users indicates
a reoccurrence of mental illness. This suggests this group bas extensive complex needs that
may not be met by either the Crisis Centre or the services to which they were referred.
A day hospilal where persons come for intensive treatment during the day but are not
hospitalized allows the individual to continue living in the community. The use of crisis
housing. an intensive residential rehabilitation model treating acute crises in chronically
mentally ill patients, needs to be explored. The Crisis Housing Model has gained acceptance
as an alternative to hospitalization. It is particularly effective in countering the strong
..
dependency needs of the chronic patient, which in hospilal settings lead to
institutionalization (Weisman. 1985). This model is less stigmatizing and less restrictive than
admission to a psychiatric hospital (Sttoul. 1988). Both the Gerstein Centre in Toronto and
the Greater Vancouver Mental Health Service provide crisis housing servi~ forthe chronic
mentally ill. The use of the overnight~ at the Mental Health Crisis Centre may bave
addressed a ponion of this need. but these beds have not been used to capacity.
~ Recommendations
Two questions (31 and 38) of the questionnaire were designed to give panicipants
opportunity for greater feedback. The clients were asked to give specific recommendations
to the Crisis Cent:re' and to speak to the need for other mental health services.
Recommendations made by panicipants are listed in order of frequency of response with
italicized comm~ts by the investigator. These recommendations are divided into
Improvements to Services and Expansion ofServi~.
The recommendations to maintain the Mental Health Crisis Centre was made by 880/.
of the total participants. Clients who were less satisfied with services received clearly
expressed the need for crisis services even though they felt that the help they received was
less than ideal. Most people were unreserved in this recommendation; they felt the Crisis
..
Centre was serving a worthwhile purpose. Their personal experience with the Centre was
validating in that they did not feel stigmatized for having sought help and they~ pleased
that inroads were being made in community menral health services.
Sev~nty of me 105 participants suggested improvements to the existing service.
ImproveMents to Services ofthe Mental Health Crisis Centre
lncrease public awareness ofme existence of the Centre (81%).
Public service QIlnouncements on radio and lelevision were r«ommend~.
The telephone numMr should~ more easily accessible: list~ on thefront
imide cover of the lelephone direclory. Some panicipants also advis~ a
rt!COrd~ message "You /rave reached the Crisis Centre. all lines are bltsy.
please hold. etc. .,
Provide a non.-erisis line for persons needing reassurance and support after
dealing with a crisis (65%).
"Warm lines" are a feature ofstrVeral crisis services (Deleo. Carotlo &
Buono, 1995, Reid., 1977). A non-erisis fine has several potential uses:
information calls. non-crisisfrequenl user calls, calls from people who need
confirmation and supporl. just to name a few.
Provide follow.up services (54%).
Many participants stated that follow up counselling would have ~en very
beneficial. Shon·term crisis coullSeliing visits are a camponent of die
Gentein Centre and The Greater Vancouver Mental Health Services.
Westchester Psychiatric Institute in Valhalla. New York has a mobile unit
that responds to ~rsons in their homes and the team schedule return visits
as" frequently as" necessary up to a limit ofeight (Bengelsdorf& Alden, 1987).
Follow-up services are a feature of The Crisis Stabilization Program in
Columbia. California (Ruffin, Spencer, Abel, Gaye & Miles. 1993) and The
Community Cn'sis Intervention (CCIT) Team ofLake County, Ohio (Silver
& Goldstein, 1992). 'n terms offollow-up counselling. some participanlS
recommended evening and weekend sessions to accommodate persons who
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worked during thr day. Follow-up coul1Stdling to ~rsons with persistent
mental illnessa was recommerukd..~Iparricipants with a mental illness
diagnosis stated thry had dewloprd a rapport with a particular staffperson
and would havr benefited byfiuthering a therapeutic relan·onship.
Make available same sex intervener (34%).
!WIIeral participantsJelt morr comfortable ifmey were able to talk with an
intervrner who was oJthe same sex. ~ral participants had called ....·hen a
same sa inten:enrr was not available and felt less underslood than
prtyiowly. Thry altn'buted this to a same Se.T person having a belter
underslanding oftheir reaction to the crisis.
Provide overnight stays (32%).
This war a recommendation by several participants who had specijical(v
asked 10 stay overnight and were told thollhey could fIOl. The centre has beds
for lhe purpose of stays up 10 seventy-Mo hours. However, the policy
regarding the use ofthe overnight beds is unclear. As well. having persons
in crisis unsupervised at the Centre was felt to be a high risk issue and some
staffwere reluctant to have an.v overnight slays.
Obtain access to the client's hospital files (10"10).
~ral participants felt that the Crisis Centre should be able 10 access the
client shospitalfiles. They viewed this as a means ofverifying past episodes
ofillness and treatmenl.
Provide the name of the follow-up contact (5%).
WIlen refernd to outside agencies. having lhe actual name ojthe contact
.....ould have been helpful.
Other suggestions included htrlling more o~"f!rnightbeds, a hair dry't:r and
night lable.
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Expimsion o/Services providnl by the Menttd Hetdth Crisis Centn (0 = 70)
Expand the telephone service throughout the province with actual physical
struetwes in larger geographical aR:aS eg: (30"1a) Comer Brook. Grand Faits.
Gander. Clarenville.
Whi/~ the C~ntn has expanded its t~l~pho,,~ services to oth~r geographic
ar~as. provi"c~widet~lephon~accessibility is still not in plac~. Th~re are
no plans to aprn another Centre anywh~r~ else in th~ province at dlis point
intim~.
Provide public education/awareness (48%) on:
menopause
suicide prevention
parenting normative as well as high risk teens
mental illness
alcoholism and drug addiction
anger and stresS management
dispelling stigma of mentaI illnesses.
While not allpeopl~who indicated th~ needfor increased education listed all
the areas. most people addressed several areas ofneed.
Provide suppon groups (32%) for:
people who are lonely and socially isolated
people who need financial help
parents of adolescents
Ongoing support by way ofsupport groups andfollow-up counselling war
dear(v recommended. Commentary !iu "1 could learnfrom people who have
been through it'". '"It's comforong to bow you aren't the on(v person who
had this happen ..... were often heard. This war particularl.v poignant in
persOIU who suffer~da recent loss and bereavement.
Provide mobile outreach programs for agoraphobic. depressed and suicidal
persons (30%).
As previously indicated. mobile outreach is a component ofother crisis
services in Canada. This element is presemly under discussion.
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Provide crisis bousing (14%)
In lieu of hospitalization, it was f~lt that this type of serviu VI:ould get
persons out of the ~nvironf"entof the cmis situation and give a greater
chanc~ ofloold"g at th~ situation objecti~'f!ly. Aligned with this suggestion
was the proposal ofa day hospital where persons ....ould recei~'~ intnui~
counselling to assist in coping with th~ir cmis, but would not actually be
admitted to hospital with the inhelVlt disruption that hospitalization ~"tails.
Other Mental Helllth SerYices (0 - 52)
The following an: recommendations that speak to the need for increased services in
the area ofcommunity mentalltealth generally and are not directed specifically to the Crisis
Centte.
More community menial health services: crisis housing and a day hospital.
social drop-in centres for depressed persons.
Counselling services provided by social workers. nurses. psychologists
should be covered by universal health coverage (eg. MCP).
More employment programs for persons with mental illn~. This was
panicularly supported by persons already availing of employment
opportunities expressly designed for persons with psychiatric illnesses. They
spoke eloquently of the benefits of such programs and wished there could be
more of the same.
Adolescent mental health services including a recn:ational drop-in centre for
youth.
Researcher's Recommendations
Based on the research literature and, panicularly, c1ienl comments and
recommendations, the researclter has recommended the following:
Implement further researclt in the areas of:
"
(a) telephone help versus in-person help.
Although it was not the objective of this study to determine
differences in satisfaction levels between these two groups, the
answer to this question has major hwnan and fiscal implications,
especially if expansion of services to other geographic locations is
considered.
(b) difference in satisfaction levels depending whether the counsellor was
a volunteer or paid staff.
This is an extremely important research question in the area ofcrisis
services. Another element of this question is whether staff or
volunteers are themselves consumers of menial health services and
difference in satisfaction whether they are consumers or not. The
Crisis Centre had initially intended to use consumers as volunteers,
however, it was not possible for the researcher to determine if any
(and how many) of the volumeers were in fact consumers. The
Gerstein Centre in Toronto operates on the model of hiring
consumers with appropriate professional background as staff. The
client satisfaction level for that agency is high. Fisher (1994)
advocates this model of service delivery as the unique contributions
that comes from the experience of"having been there".
These two research questions could have major impact on resource
allocation. It is debatable whether it is in the interest of consumer
empowerment to have consumers working as unpaid volumeers and
have non-<:onsumers as paid staff. 11 is imperative that the Centre
fully endorse hiring qualified consumers as paid staff.
Improve data collection and the data base ofclient information.
Results of care (outcomes) are particularly difficult 10 measure in mental
health. Measurement is impossible if so many data items are missing that
clients of the service cannot be categorized demographically or contacted for
input. Service providers are accountable to collect as much information as
possible in order that the service may be evaluated and continue to be
developed to meet the cbanging needs ofclients.
(a) A number ofclients in the sample were entered in the computer under
several different identification numbers and several different spellings
of their names. Inadequate data entry needs to be eliminated.
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(b) Dttnograpbic data are extremely incomplete especially for calls as
opposed to visits. While it is entirely understandable that collection
of demographic data is not the primary concern when a person is in
crisis. the value of dc:mogtapbic information for purposes of researcb
and evaluation cannot be ovcr-cmphasizcd
(c) The timc of the call or visit should be recorded..
This would be bcocficial in tenns of detennining the busicst times
and allocating human resources appropriately and would pcnnit
comparisons of volunteer/staff intervention.
(d) The codes of/ami!y crisis. relationships (fami!y) and relationships
(other) are often used synonymously as well as the codes of other,
non-crisis and not applicable.
Some staff cannot differentiate when to use onc of these codes as
opposed to the others. Clearer definitions of these codes are needed.
Educational sessions on crisis coding is essential for staff and
volunteers.
Develop criteria for each crisis code.
The list of crisis codes was developed by an expcn group. However. no
criteria exist to assist with determining correct coding. Staff allocate the crisis
based on how they bear what the client tells them. This is veT)' subjective and
dependent upon bow forthcoming the client is in aniculating the crisis as well
as the upcrtisc of staff in extracting the crux ofthc maner. Specific criteria
would be helpful in reducing subjectivity and variable coding.
Explore the possibility of a client exit interview.
Given the difficulty in reaching this population for evaluative purposes. a
shon exit interview for both in-penon visits and call-ins would give some
feedback on appropriateness and helpfulness of the service.
Review the crisis codes at regular intervals and at least yearly to detennine
applicability.
Clarify the policy on the use of overnight beds.
There appears to bc confusion on the pan of clients as to how the overnight
beds arc used. Clear direction needs to be aniculated in this area.
"
This descriptive sNdy measured client satisfaction with ~rvices at a community-
based mental health crisis centre during its first. year ofoperation. Missing demographic data..
data necessary for contact and exclusions grntly reduced the numbers of potential
panicipants in the sNdy. Dala on file were very incomplete. Telephone numbers no longer
in service were another drawback to conlacting potential panicipants. In spite of these
challenges. 105 participants were interviewed via telephone using a forty item questionnaire.
Most clients in the study were salisfied and satisfaction levels in all areas were high.
The Crisis Centre has used some of the results of this research as well as results of
an evaluation of other components of the Centre to successfully secure future govemment
funding for the open1lion of the Centre.
Participants outlined rttommendations for improved services at the Centre as well
as for mental health services generally. Two n::search questions arising out of this sNdy wen:
formulated. In order 10 adequately study this group. an essential component for development
of resowces to address their needs. basic information needs to be collected and entered in the
data base. Improving the data base is imperative for evaluating services and for supporting
research which could contribute to improvement of community mental health services.
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diD'elftl:e CO dtdr perceptioa of satistamoL CCNDpariJou will also be made by broad
c:ateeo,.,. ofcrisis, (a.e.. adclktioa, fiDaDdal crisis, beruveatfttlloss, faIIliJy violellC'e), by
bl'Olld alee-ria oface (yoaac.1IliddJe aDd old), aM by two or three c:atepries of1OCioecooo_ statu aad by "toside St. Jo...·s Metro" venDS "oDbide St. JoIIa·s."
IJ. Number ofsubjects:
selected.
'00
Wilt pregnant women be excluded? Stale how subjects will be
No Random selection of
parricipanufrom lists
of clients wbo availed of
serviees at tbe Crisis
Centre.
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14. Number of controls: Sate how lhcy will be selected.
NJA
15. What (a) risks. (b) discomrons IX (c) incoavcnicnccs are involved?
!iYl: l1Ieft it IaiaiIaaI. bu potaotial risk of IIpsettiaC tile par1idput
by reriIitfaC: lite~of~oftlte.nicesoltiteCcaln.
n.e illtunewU' it a aline wtdt speeDIized traiaiac ia psychiatry ud
..OaJd be seositive to aDd WOIIId .... appropriate "rern( if..,.
(..upeded) _toward res~were fortltcomiac- Wha coatacted by
crisis penoaDel. diu.b woUl be mIIde a..are ....t tItey 1rilI be asked
qaestiou abollt rerernai aJId made aware thIIt tHy rollld relase to
.....er qaesdou.
b. ~:No.
: ne time required to respoad to the qaestionuire.
16. Arc lhere any immediate bcnefilS arising out oflhe study fIX the subjects? (Specify)
Ia tile uperiellee oftlte iaVestip.Ior. pe:nou ..ltIa .eDtaI bea.ltIl.
_ appreciate opportuities for illpat oftltelr opilllioas.
11. What steps will be taken 10 preserve confidentiality'?
ne Holy list ofparticiputs aod pbODe umbers will be Mpt ia Iockrd storace. There
wiD be DO peno_1 ideatlficatioa on the qucsti<ln.aires. Aay otber ideatirLl.b1e data
will be Mpt iD locked storace.
18. Explain procedure for obtaining consenl.
Who will make the initial contact with the subject?
Penoaad from Ute Meatal Bea.ltb Crisis Ceatre wW telepboDe raadomly
selected particlpaats to .pprile them oflhe study aDd uk if lhey woold be
wtUlag 10 be coaladed by the Ulvcstit;ator. Please seeD AppeDdiI:"C" for script
for Mental Bealtlt Crisis CeDtre penoooel to C1tDtac:1 participants.
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Who will obtain lheconsenl of tile subject?
Uputidpaab aft wiIb& 10 be CMtaded ~i~.verbal COIISCII. wi.! be
...... u drlrt d-.e oldrlrt iai1W....call (rom lite iavatiptor. eo.sea. will be
.....apia at ..!i.eof.~. See AppNdh""l)" rorseript for
~IorobtaiabtC eoaeat.
Tl'e coItUIIJ siltwd~ ptU1it:ipIuttsIdiorts rio.isim/ tile Cetun is~ aHISitJ,nU
~ tile UrwtstipIor ID be sllfTldDrtftW 1MplUJH'SD Dflllis~project.
Please provide Qllard copics o( tbe co_at (orm as well as! soft copy either Del J
lIZ" or 5 1I~" diskette.
19. Will subjccts include minors
mentally incompelent persons
legally incompetent persons
pole.lially (oI') Yes ( ) No
()Yes (.I)No
( )Yes (./)No
If so. wllal steps will be taken to proteel their rights? Researcber will gel verbal conSeDt
prior 10 askinc ••y qUestiODS as well as stressing Ilial participalioD is eatirtly
voluatary.
20. Whal mechanism will there be for debriefing or feedback to subjccts?
Sa• ...,. o( nsalts wi) be orrered 10 partidpuls.
RenJIl will be p..-Ied 10 Crisis entre SlaW. COllSallaats ..d
laleraal £""'uoo. Co_ittee.
Resalts will be iKorpo....1ed iBto drte reporto(Ute IHRD
COIISIll...ts Report.
21. (a) Will volunteers receive reimbursement for expenses ( )Yes ("')No
lime losl from work N/A ( )Yes ("')No
payment for participation in the study? ( )Yes (.,I') No
Please specify on separate sheet according 10 Guidelines for the Remuneration of
Research Subjects.
(b) Will there be: any third pany remuneration for referral ofpa(ier)tns ("') No
Please specify on separate sheet according to Guidelines for Payment of Finders'
F=.
U AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH & GRADUATE STUDIES (MEDlCIN'E)
ZZ. Please enclose a copy of the budget for this study. including an indication of source of
funding.
Will the budget be administered through the Universiry Finance Office?
( )Yes ( )1'10
Ifno.specify. Attacbed Appendix D
23. Will the investigator accrue any benefilS by virtue of participation
in this study? ( )Yes (,1)1'10
Z4. Is this part ofa multi-centre study? ( )Yes (....)1'10
Z5. Will data become the exclusive propeny of a pharmaceutical company or other oUlSide
agency? Ifyes, please elaborate. ( ) Yes (....) No
Z6. It is the responsibility of the investigator to ensure that pennission is obtained from
clinicians. departmenlS. institutions or communities whose patientsiresidenlS will be
involved in the study. Have the appropriate contacts been made?
Ms. Brenda Fitqerald, Chief Executive Officer, CommaDity Health - St. John's
Regio.. aad Ms. Karen McGralb bve been eontacled and are aware and
supportive ohhe resean:b proposal ill Ibis area. Meednp with Ms. Karen
McGralb aad Rick Morris oflBRD were held to d.iseuss major COnleal areas of
Ibe study. The Institute ofUIl.... Resource Development personuel who have
beeu hired to carry oal a larger scale evailiatiOD are supportive of tbis
elldeavour: A series of meetings will be beld with this group over the cOline or
study.
Z6. Have you read "Guidelines on Research Involving Human
SubjeclS" (MRC. 1987)
Date of submission:
Signature of principal investigator:
Signature of supervisor. in case of student application:
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~Memorialp University of Newfoundland
()f1j,u Ooi Rcxud\ and Cnduce SNdio:s IMedicirIcJ
FaaalryolMedic:ir:Io:
The Hulth Scimces Cmue
19970331
RcfmnqilM t9l
Ms. Ma>yl>wye<
13 Beacon HiD Crescent
St.John's, NF
AIE4S6
Dar Ms. Dwyer:
This will aclc:nawledgc receipt ofyour correspondence dated March 1. 199'. wherein you
clarify issues and provide a revised appUcation and questionnaire for the research
application entitled uOieat Satisfadio. With Savka Delivered ia • NOIll-Medical
Meatal Health Crisis Celltn': Duriaa ita First Year oropentioa".
At. meeting bel.d 011 M.arda 17, 199', the Human Investigation Committee grmrted full
approvoI ofy<>U'...-cb owdy.
We take this opportunity fO wish you every aJC;CeSS with your raearch study.
Sincadyh""_ . / / / /f
/~~.. I
IlBYljglo
Dr. K.MW. Keough, Vice-Praident{Researdt)
Dr. E. Parsons, Vice-President, Medical Services.. HCC
Dr. S. Buehler. Supervisor
'"
$c. Jobn I. SF. ClNcSI. AlB lV6. Td.: 17091 737"'1Q • Fu: I1l)9I m·~.CZQil, 'Pe-ean.IIQ.IrlUll-U
Em Memorial
" University of Newfoundland
ofticc of Raearch and GndlU.U: 5cudics tMediciftd
aaI1tyotMedic:inc
he Ha.lthSc:icnccsCcntre
1997 OJ 31
TO: Ms. Mary Dwyer
FROM: Dr. Vema M. Skanes. Assistant Dean
Research &. Graduate Studi~ (Medicine)
SUBJECT: Annlic:ation 19 Ih~ HlIm:m Invnlige'jon CommiUte· N96. 191
111111111111111/""1111111111111111111111111/111111111111111111111111""1111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111111/III/III
The Human Investigation Committee of the Faculty of Medicitie has reviewed your
proposal for the study entitled "Oiut Satisfaction Whh Services Ddivend in a Non-
Medical Mental Hcaleh Crisis Centre: During its Fine Year ofOpcrationM •
Full approval has been granted for one year. from point of view of ethics as defined in the
terms of reference of this Faculty Comminee.
For a hospital-based study, it is your re:snonsibility 10 seek nestuarv apnroval (rolll
lhr Health Care Corporation o(SI. Jqhn's.
Notwithstanding the approval oflhe Hie. the primary responsibility ror the elhical
conduct orlhe investigalion remains wilh you.
Vema M_ Skanes. PhD
Assistanl Dean
Dr. K.M.W. Keough. Vice-President (Research)
Dr. E. Parsons. Vice-Presiden!. Medical Services. HCC
Dr S. Buenler. Supef"Visor
"'
S•. John'•. NF. c.nad.I. AlB 3\16. Td., l109l n7-t17~· Fu: 17091 n7·~3· -..iI; rp."""'P".uca.m.un.u
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CUENT SATISFACTION SURVEY
Demographics
(INFORMAnON FOR QUESTIONS 1-8 WILL BE COLLECTED FROM CLIENTS' FILES)
1. 10 Number: (dBASE)
2. Sex: (dBASE)
3. Age: (dBASEI
4. Income Range: (dBASEI
5. Type of living arrangement: (dBASE)
own house 0
apartment 0
iii. boarding house 0
Iv. bedsitter 0
I;v;ng with relatNes 0
on. oth'" 0
6. category of intervention: (dBASE)
How often person used the Centre: (dBASE)
8. Location: (dBASE)
51. John's Region 0
Outside St. John's 0
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II. Crisis Centre Experience
9. How did you Ieam of the centre?
Word of mouth 0
Mental Health Professional 0
Advertising 0
Mental Health Agency 0
Hospital 0
Doctor 0
Othe, 0
10. Have you visited the Centre in person?
Yes 0
No 0 If No, go to #15.
11. Howmanytimes1 _
12. Did you find the centre easy to get to?
Yes 0
No 0
13. About how long did you have to wait to see someone? _
14. How comfortable was the envirorment at the Centre, with 1 being Not Comfortable
to 5 being Very Comfortable?
Not
Comfortable
Somewhat
Comfortable
Neutral
In
Comfortable Ve"l
Comfortable
15. Have you called the Centre for help?
Yes 0
No 0
16. If Yes, Were you able to get through on the telephone easily?
Yes 0
No 0
17. Howwould you rate your satisfaction with the help you received at the Crisis centre,
with 1 being Not Satisfied to 5 being Very Satisfied?
Not
satisfied
Somewhat
satisfied
Neutral satisfied v.Oj
satisfied
18. In what ways were the staff helpful?
19. What, if anything, was not helpfur?
20. Did you feel your privacy and confidentiality were protected?
Yes 0 If Yes. go to 22
No 0 If No, go to 21
Other 0
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21. "No, In what ways did you feel your privacy was not proteded? _
22. Did you feel you were being understood?
Yes 0
No 0
Other 0
23. If Yes, In what ways did you feel you 'Nere being understood? _
24. If No, In what ways did you feel you were not being understood? _
25. Ifperson visited or telephoned more than once, Was your last experience typical of
other experience(s)?
Yes 0
No 0
III. Outcome of Crisis
26. Did you feel you were helped in developing a ptan to assist you with your situation?
Ves 0
No 0 "No, go to #30
Don'tknow 0
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27. What was most helpful about the plan? _
2B. What would have been more helpful? _
29. Has the plan been helpful in dealing with the crisis, from 1 Not At All Helpful to 5
Very Helpful
Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Neutral Helpful Very Helpful
30. How much of your being able 10 deal with the problem would you say was because
of the help you received at the Centre, from 1 Not At All Helpful to 5 Very Helpful?
1 2 3 4 5
Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Neutral Helpful Very Helpful
31. Looking back, do you think it was the right plan?
Yes 0
No 0
Qthe, 0
32. Would you say your crisis situation is now resolved, from 1 Not AI All Resolved to
4 Completely Resolved?
NolatalJ Don't know Partially resolved Completely resolved
IV. SupportslServices Used in the Past
33. Where 'MXJId you have sought help this time if the Crisis Centre was not available?
Emergency Department at a general hospital 0 Family Doctor 0
Waterford Hospital 0 Psyd'liatrist 0
Private Counsellor 0 Don' know 0
Friend 0 Othe.- 0
Family 0
Community Counselling Agency 0
34. Have you ever experienced a mental health crisis prior to the one you experienced
when you visitedltelephoned the Crisis Centre?
Yes 0
No 0 If No. go to #37
Othe'
Psychiatrist
o
o
Didn't seek help 0
o
o Family Doctor
o
o
o
o
o
If Yes, where did you go to seek help?
Emergency Department at a general hospital
Waterford Hospital
Private Counsellor
Friend
Family
Community Counselling Agency
35.
36. ff Yes, How woold you compare the seNice you received at the Crisis Centre to the
service you received in the past. from 1 Much Worn! to 5 Much Better.
Much Worse Slightly Worse About the Same Slightly Better Much Better
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V. Questions/Comments
37. Thank you very much for ywrtime. I would be interested in any other suggestions
or comments that yOU would ~ke to make about the centre. _
38. What other services or programs do you think would be helpful in addition to the
Crisis Centre? _
39. Would you like to have a summary of the results of this study?
Yes 0 ffYes,gotolU1
No 0
40. Where shall I send the summary to?
Name: _
Add,es,, _
Again, Thank you very much for taking the time to respond to this survey.
The investigator wi" note the general tenor of the interview, in terms ofclarity of responses
versus confused responses. It is necessary to be aware that some people may be
psychiatrically unstable but may still want to respond to the questions.
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Client Name: _ Phone" _
ntle: Telephone script for Volunteers of the lIental Health Crisis Centre.
Client Contact
Hello. my name is . I am cal~ng from the Mental Health
Crisis centre. The purpose of my call is to tell you of a study being calTied out about the
Centre and its services. The study is being conducted through Community Medicine at the
Memorial University of Newfoundland. Mary lJINyer is trained as a nurse and is completing
her Masters Degree in Community Medicine. She is interested in knowing how individuals
viewed the services they received so that they will be improved for the future. The study
will take about 15 minutes of your lime to ask you some questions about the services you
received from the centre. Your participation is strictly voluntary. If you do not want to
answer some questions, that's fine. Your responses will be completely confidential. You
will not be identified in the study.
Would you be willing to have Mary call you? Yes 0 No 0
Would she call you at this number? Yes 0 No 0
If no, Would another number be convenient? Yes 0 No 0 Tel. No.
/f no, and infonnation not on/is!, Would you give me the following information?
o
o
o
20 - 29 years
40·49 years
65 years and over
o
o
o
Age Range: 16 -19 years
30·39 years
50·64 years
Community you live in: _
Thank You for your time.
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"yes. Thank You. When is a good time to call?
Weekday 0 Weekend 0
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
What day is best? Monday 0
Tuesday 0
Wednesday 0
o
o
o
o
What time is best for you? Morning 0 Time: _
Afternoon 0 Time: _
Evening 0 Time: _
Thank You very much (or your time. Mary will be calling you within the next couple of
weeks.
130
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VOLUNTEER TRAINING BOOKLET
Obtaining Consent to be Interviewed
RESEARCH TOPIC; Client satisfaction with services delivered in a
Mental Health Crisis Centre during Its first year
of operation.
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AGENDA
1. Welcome and Introduction
2. Background of Study
3. Background of Questionnaire
4. How Sample was Obtained
5. The Importance of Your Role in this Study
6. Walk Through the Script
7. Practice in Small Groups - Read Script Aloud
8. Practice in Pairs
9. Assignment of Two Telephone Numbers Each - ~Test Calls~
10. Deadline to Have "Test Calls~ Made
11. "Test Calls· Give Feedback
12. Selection of Volunteers to Make ~Real Calls~
13. Deadline for MReaJ Calls· Completion, Monday, April 21 at 5:00 p.m. (local
calls from home. long distance from Centre)
14. Drop Points for Completed Calls Forms:
Health Sciences Centre Switchboard
Arts Building, Room 3056
Crisis Centre
Waterford Hospital Switchboard
(Forms 10 be placed in sealed envelopes. Envelopes provided, addressed
to Dr. Sharon Buehler -Confidential-
15. Discussion{Questions
1J3
NOTES
1. Welcome and Introduction
2. Overview of Study
The Mental Health Crisis centre opened in June 1996 as an l8-month pilot
project At the end of the pilot. a complete evaluation of the service will
decide whether it continues to receive funding, and maybe expand to other
regions of the Province. The Institute of Human Resource Development
(IHRD), a consulting finn, is undertaking a major component of the
evaluation. They are doing an operational review, focus group interviews,
staff surveys, etc.
I am doing the client satisfaction survey in partial fulfilment of the thesis
requirement for an M$c degree.
The title of the thesis is -Oient perception of services delivered in a non·
medical Menial Health Crisis Centre during its first year of operation.·
The questionnaire will be via telephone by me and another one will involve
!!:Q data collection points: April 1997 and September 1997. It win involve a
random sample of 200 clients (100 in April and 100 in September) who are
equally divided between walk-ins and call-ins. The actual interviews will
be done by me.
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3. Background of Questionnaire
A series of meetings were held with Karen McGrath. Director of the Crisis
Centre, Rick Morris and Mike Eagan of IHRD to detennine what areas they
wanted addressed in the survey. The questionnaire was developed through
input from my thesis supervisor. Dr. Sharon Buehler and other
questionnaires deveJoped for similar purposes, ego a Sodal Work Thesis and
the Gerstein Centre Questionnaire (Ontario). There are 41 questions which
will take about 15 minutes to complete.
4. Importance of Your Role
Your role is crucial to the success of this study - you are the first point
of contact, and will set the stage for the upcoming interview.
You are the key to getting the required numbers for the study.
Your contact will be instrumental in setting the tone for the upcoming
interview.
Because this is a random sample without replacement, it is really
important not to get many refusals. We hope for an 85-90% response
rate.
5. Time Frame
Thursday, Tuesday, Thursday,
September 11,1997 September 16, 1997 September 18, 1997
Volunteer training All calls completed I will pick up forms from
Crisis Centre.
us
6. Volunteer lnfonnation Sheet
NAIIE PHONE NUIEER FAXNUIEER SELECTED DROP-
HOII£IWORK Off I'OINT"
-Drop-off Point:
Crisis Centre
".
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RESPONDeNT FEEDBACK
TEST CALLS
Name of Person calling you: _
Please give your general impressions of the Test Call.
Voice toneJinflection: _
Rate of speech: (normal, too rapid. too slow)
Clarity: _
Othercomments: _
Name of Respondent: _
Thank you for your time!
Mary Dwyer
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CUENT RESPONSE SHEET
Client Name: _
TeIephoneNumber. _
Comments:
Apri 17, 1997
14.
APPENDIXH
.....1.
1Iowtmber.1.
Dlcember.1998
...._-
......'1,1917
"....... 1917
1IIIrdI,1117
MarclI.11!17
AprIl. 1117
JlDI.1117
JIIIII.1997
IS80lemb... 1997
Design TImeUne
Met with Thesis SupeMsor to CliSCOSS am
of inteflSt for nsean::h
Joint meetino witt\ lnslltute 01 Human
Resource OeYelopmenl (IHRD) and Thesis
Supervisor to diSCtlSS proposal lor Client
SatisfaCtionSuMy
Joint meeting with IHRD, Manager 01 Crisis
Centre, Thesis Supel'Yisorto outline areas 01
interest in survey research
Meetings with Manager 01 Crisis Centre and
IHRDtoOUlJinecomponentsofsurveyand
getleedbaCkonspeCiflCqueslionsoulJlned
in tt1e questionnaire
Further meetings with ItiRD Manager to
discuss the start date, logistical concems,
conflclentiality issues, data basa information
Prepantion and submission of HIC Proposal
A,pprovalfromHIC
Meetings with Volunteer Coordinator 01
CriSiS c:entre 10 set up inservice with
voIunteM;
Inservice VoIunteM;
InserviceVolunteers
Completed lim phase interviews
InservicelorVolunleers,ltlreeseparate
sessions
Completed second phaselnterviews
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_........
ResearcherandTh!sisSupel'Visof
Re:seaither, Personnel for IHRD
and Thesis Supetvisor
IHRD Consultants. Manager of
CrisisCentrl!, Thesis Supervisor,
Researcher
Manager of Crisis Centre, Thesis
Supervisor, Researcher, IHRD
Staff.
IHRD Consultants, Manaoerol
Crisis Centers, Thesis Supervisor.
Researcher
ResearcherandThesisSupervisor
HICCommittee
VoIun28r Services Coordinator and
Reseaither
Six Volunteers. Volunteer SeIVice
Coordinator. Thesis Supervisor,
Researcher
Four Volunteers, Researcher,
Volunteer ServiCl! Coordinator
Researcher
Volunteers & Researcher
Researcher
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rrtle: Telephone script for Investigator
Client Contact
Client Name; _ Telephone Number: _
Hello, my name is Mary Dwyer. I am a Graduate Student at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. last week, one of the staff at the Mental Health Crisis centre called you
to ask if you would answer some questions about your experience with services at the
Mental Health Crisis Centre. Thank you for letting me call you.
I am conducting part of the evaluation of the Mental Health Crisis Centre and I am
interested in knowing how you feel about the services you received there. Your
participation in this interview is completely confidential. Except for telephoning you, no
names will be used in any part of the study. Your comments can provide a great deal of
help in improving services of the Centre.
There are two parts to my study. The first is a short interview whd1 wiI take approximately
15 minutes. You may choose not to answer any of the questions that you do not want to
answer or end this intecview at any time. The second part is to get some infoonation from
your file at the centre. such as sex, age group, living arrangements, to be able to compare
responses with different groups of people.
Are you willing to participate in this study? Yes 0 No 0
Interview:
look al files:
Yes 0
Yes 0
NoD
NoD
Ifno, may I ask you a few more questions? (Refer to demographics)
Ifno, thank you very much for your time.
If yes, Fine, let's begin.
'"
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Summary of Data Collection Process
PHASf I A11r111, 1917 1lECUIlI........
.........CfieltsIDIDADriJ 1. 1917 1t11
:s.-I.. Frame" dlntl; dIr ....... 42lI
"""lfdlntsClMdacl8llllrtDlnIIers ..
CeDsnIlId II lie celtKtad .... 1naII... 76 (Response me an.)
.lell be radleclllV 1nUtiaa1llr 63
CoueIded to .. IntlInirnd Ilr IlMSIfaalDr 62
TotIlHmIImllterYIewed .tdll.V.... 62
PHASE I CONTINUED JUNE 1. 1917
Tel.,hone ClImbers obtained Itlrough OMIIIFAX 61
COMPlITER PROGRAM
IIambtrcontactldlwvoltlntetrs Z5
Consnted III be contacted bY IIMItI ator 20 Response rate 80%
Able to be contIcllIlI .... Illtemewed tylnNsliptor 15 (Response rate 100%)
NClrefllals
ToIalllllndMrsillstlldwatllle end OfPlWe 1 n(62+15}
PHASE II SEP'TBIBER 1, 1917
IIlln11eroldiutsbetwnaAMfI1·Aanst31,19i7 ...
sa....UD!l1nme after elduiaas t.t
IflImber at die_ centactad III tDluItnn 47
CnselltedtDIleCOll1atDdbvl......tar 43 (Response rate 91%)
Able III be nadled IIv ilftIti ator
"lIumberatdlentscontadedandllltel'"fieMdty 28 (Response rale 1l1O''101
,.........
Total number In studY from Ph.se II
"
TOTAL NUM8ERS IN PHASE I AltO II 105(77+28)
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N ,.105
Rent 24
OutsideSI.John's 12
WIdOwed 5
n,..
27.6%
1.6%
23.1%
20.8%
24.2"4
23.'''-
1.1%
4.4%
17.7%
"'"
"..
5.5%
.....
t.'"
,...
25.'"
25.0%
42.9%
"I'.
"I'.
,..
2t
22
t9
2t
St.John's 93
Common lawltivioo with 4
Grounl'lorne
50-..
SillQJe 38
Manied 27
Divorced 16
30-39
16-19
7.
20-29
29
0.91
" .90
Withparentslfamitv 14
N '" 105
.5,
(lll""
""" "
'04'
I.,..n,....
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~uencyOf PrimMy Crisis Codes
N=10S
c_~
"
--
14 13.3%
--
14 13.3%__I
12 11.5%
F_Crioio 11 10.5%Not._ 7.6%
Be..._
5.7%
NonCrfsIs 4.8%
Relationahlp (othM") 4.8%
-,- 3.8%
....... 3.8%
-
3.8%
--
3.8%
--
2.9%
SUicide thougha 2.""
""""
2.""F_, 1.""
EmploynMM 10%
-
1.0%
...... 1.0%
.'"




